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One Of Kentucky's
Better Weekly Papers
The News has won •wards for outstanding isccellers• every year it
has boen submitted In judging contests.

State Representative Henry Maddox of Hickman is
seeking the (minion of his constituents in Fulton, Hickman, Carlisle, and Ballard counties regarding a bill introduced in the Kentucky General Assembly to create a
new Circuit Court Judgeship for Graves County only.
Sponsored by Senator George Brand of Mayfield and
Senator Tom Garrett of Paducah, the bill would create
a 50th Judicial District, removing Graves County from
the First Judicial District, which also includes Fulton,
Hickman, Carlisle and Ballard counties.
If enacted into law the bill would cost Kentucky
taxpayers an additional, approximately $140,000.00 in
salaries and travel for the six-year term. It would also
give Graves County a highly prestigious and lucrative
elective office. A circuit judge is paid $14,900.00 per
year and travel, and a Commonwealth attorney is paid
$6000.00 a year and travel.
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Banana Festival Elects New Officers;
Preview Of 1966 Program Is Revealed

possibilities of having an outstanding art exhibit at the Festival.
—Talent from the twin cities, as
well as visiting artists from Central America have been invited to
entertain the Southern Governors'
Conference when that group meets
at Kentucky Dam Village the week
before the Festival. The event will
Prior to the election of new ofcovered by national radio, TV,
be
ficers to serve the organization for sion has invited a group of 30 area
newspapers and magazines.
Young people watch with great interest as pottery is Spade aboard this year, Mrs. Paul Westpheling, residents to visit Quito in late April
The present five-county Judicial of cases to be tried in the court.
—Operation Amigo will again
to the twin cities during tbe Fourth Festival president, reviewed the as guests of the Ecuadorean govdistrict is presided over by Judge
However, an informed source the Art Guikl train Mat will come
progress already made to stage the ernment. Special, low rates for participate in the program, indiWood C. Tipton of Hickman. Com- told the News that the docket is Annual Banana Festival in September.
in
week
last
the
trip
during
the
that twice as many students
make
disto
the
Festival
cating
for
wishing
persons
monwealth attorney
now fairly current, indicating that
September.
will be announced. A side trip will are asking to come to the Festival
trict Is L. M. "Tip" Reed of May- the new judgeship may be sought
that:
reported
Ba"the
last year.
president
six
did
The
Guayaquil,
than
be made to
field. Both were elected for
for political reasons.
—The Kentucky Art Guild train, nana Capital of the World," to
year terms that end in 1960.
—The Festival will be occasion
If passed, the legislation would
DepartKentucky
the
to
sponsored by
complete plans for the twin cities
days following
when the Kentucky Partners for
The five-county legal contingent become law ninety
ment of Commerce, notified Festi- "adopt" that city as a partner for the Alliance will bring thousands
• ••
Is divided on the necessity for
val officials that they would be the Alliance. Governor and Mrs. of dollars of equipment, books and
reached
be
may
Mr. Maddox
creating a new Judicial District. It
here for one week from September Edward T. Breathitt are scheduled recreational material to the city to
wiring House of
was pointed out that during the by writing or
25, through Cslober 2. The two- to head the entourage. Persons he presented to Ecuador on behalf
ves, Seat IN, Frankillness and subsequent death of Representati
car, all new, only arts and crafts wishing to make the trip are urged of Kentucky. The items will be
Rout. Four, HickJudge Elvis Stahr. the district's fort, Ky. or
The famous Kentucky Art Guild was lent by the Albright-Knox Art gallery op rails in the world, will to contact Mrs. Westpheling.
week-ands. His
loaded on box cars here for shipon
Ky.
man,
back-log
a
Y.
N.
contained
Buffalo,
Gallery,
ALL
docket
new,
legal
exhibit high quality arts and crafts
train, crammed with
and then to
home phone is 234-32111.
its fourth and advise and assist regional
—The national President Com- ment to New Orleans
Since the train e
from all over the
works
art
NEW,
••••
ntucky last artists and craftsmen wishing to mission for the Arts, headed in Ecuador.
will chug into Fulton on annual trek through
country
and fire- expand their ,narketing potential. Kentucky by Mrs. John Oswald,
the end of this regular session of September 25 for a week long stay October, its "engin
—Beauty queens from Central
the General Assembly. Al that during the Fourth Annual Inter- man" have been rewiring it for its
—The president of the Ecuador- wife of the president of the Univer- American countries, who will par, consists of ean Tourist and Travel Commis- sity of Kentucky, is investigating ticipate in the Miss Universe con:
time Governor Edward T. Breath- national Banana Festival, a Festi- 1966 run. This "crew
itt would appoint • Graves Conn- val official announced today.
test in Miami in July, will be inMr. and Mrs. Edmcgcl C. Brinklion to serve as judge until the
vited to attend the Festival as visitKentucky's nubile exhibit, a na- man, the train's dinector and asnext general election when either tional pioneer, is the first of the sistant director. Thishtwo-car arting dignitaries.
are
offices
aida
on
county
or
palled
district
been
has
state,
—A Latin-American Music
many outstanding attractions on mobile
elected.
Fiesta, featuring such nationally
the program for the now famous ing at Berea, its winiter headquarWhen this occurs:
known Kentucky folk artists as
Banana Festival, which will also ters.
—Judge Tipton would preside host arts and crafts exhibits from
More than 179,000 persons have
John Jacob Niles and Billy Ed
over Circuit Court in only Fulton, Ecuador, Guatemala, Costa Rica visited the train in the past four
Wheeler is being planned to parHickman, Carlisle and Ballard and other Central American coun- years, and they come from miles
ticipate in a program with area
counties. His salary would remain tries to say nothing of the dis- around a stopping point to view its
artists as well as Central American
the same. He would continue in tinguished American
arts and treasures. In Wickliffe. Ky., for
Artists.
office for the length of his term.
crafts exhibits that are being example, there were 1,300 visitors
Coaches of the First District schools Sunday drew —A nationally known firm has
Reed
Attorney
—Commonwealth
even though Wickliffe's population
sought for viewing here.
be
already bought exhibit space in an
for positions in the District Tournament, which will
would continue to serve in that caIt is hoped that the two-car train is only 900.
more complete, more inPlease take time to read our edithat his jurisdiction may be stationed near the area of
train, which was the nation's held at Carr Gym, Fulton on March 2, 3, 4, and 5, with enlarged,
except
The
pacity,
publetters
teresting Cabana City.
torial page today! Two
would be in Graves County only.,
other import- first rolling arts-and -crafts ex- Fulton City as host.
lished from young people deserve His salary would also remain thel Cabana City, where
Following a resume of the prothe Kenant events of the Fesitval will take hibits, is sponsored by
your consideration and attention. Same.
gram, the group discussed local
tucky Department of Commerce
Carlisle, a top-heavy favorite to
place.
p.
7:30
3,
March
financing, staffing and organization
Artists
—Governor Breathitt would apOf prime interest on the Art and the Kentucky Guild of
win the district tournament, and
County vs. Hickman Riverview; of the Festival headquarters.
By now, nearly everybody has
point a Commonwealth's attorney Train is a painting by famed and Craftsmen. The Louisville and
secn
the
as
County-Fulto
the
about
favored
4—Fulton
County,
opinion
March
Fulton
an individual
W. P.(Dub) Burnette, chairman
to serve in the decreased fourEdward Hopper. Nashville Railroad donated the two
County.
fighting in Viet Nam and the world county district of Fultetn, Hickman, American artist
ond best team, drew in opposite City winner vg. Hickman
(continued on Pape Irtoei
of the nominating committee comThe work "North Truro Station",
March 5—Finals, 7:30 p. m.
situation in general. I do. from the Carlisle and Ballard.
in Use tournament.
of Mrs. Maxwell McDade,
brackets
posed
standpoint of a parent, an editor
Carl Puckett, Jr. and Mr. Burnette,
If enacted into law, the 50th
Comets face HickAdkins'
and an interested citizen.
Tom
the
be
would
presented a slate of new officers
Judicial District
man Riverview In the top bracket
smallest judicial district in the
to the board. The new officers
to the
advancing
winner
My deep interest gives way to
the
with
Frankof
were elected by acclamation. They
State, with the exception
utter confusion when I try to re- lin County, the seat of State Govfinals and a berth in the regional
are:
concile the difference between ernment, and perhaps the busiest
tournament.
Mrs. Paul Westpheling, president
fighting Communism in Viet Nam in the State.
(B&PW Club); Foad Homra, first
In the lower bracket, Fulton
and fighting it here on American
Fulton
of
t (YMBC); Mrs. Ward
dispose
vice-presiden
to
has
Billy
County,
The Achievement Award soil.
The Dale Carnegie Class, being
vice-president
Bushart, second
a team it has beaten on two
held at the Chamber of Commerce Moss, Darrell Crass and Steve City,
meet
Development); Mrs.
then
Cities
season,
this
(Twin
occasions
I keep trying to figure out why a
by
down
Devils,
Building every Monday night from Green.
Blue
Lowes
The
R. B. Morgan, secretary (Woman's
County's Falcons in the
Communist with a gun, in some
The following committees were Hickman
6:30 - 10:30 P. M. for fourteen
14 points at halftime, stormed Club); and Frank Welch, treasurer
semi-finals.
far-off country, thousands of miles
weeks, has completed its fourth elected to serve throughout the
back in the second half to down (Rotary Club). Mrs. Westpheling
than
from us. is more dangerous
school term:
session.
Both the district winner and Fulton City here Tuesday night 66- appointed
Mr. Burnette, Carl
the same Communist in New York
Publicity committee - Sue Hurt, runner-up represent the district in 60.
Ken Bristow, Vice-President of
Puckett, Jr. and Bill Fossett to the
or Washington or Los Angeles, perLowes started slowly, scored advisory council.
Carnegie from Evansville, In- Chairman, Jackie Wright and Mat- the regional tournament at Murray
Dale
haps working deviously against the
only six points in the first quarter
diana is the instructor in the cour:e tie Cook.
the following week.
Other committee appointments
Bids for bituminous surfacing on
United States government, with the
anst,trailed Fulton 22-6 as the secand is assisted by the following
Bring Them Back committee full protection of many of our laws. the Hickman-Fulton (Ky. 1061 Road graduates: Kenneth Stanley, Ray
James Perry and Jim Solomon ond period began. The Blue Devils will be announced later.
Darrell
Chairman,
Bard,
in Fulton County will be received Williams, Buddy Bondurant, James Mabel
Other members of the board, and
were chosen as tournament of- revived in the second quarter, but
Bennett.
Recently the United States Su- by the Highway Department on Bulls, Faye Stephens and David Crass and Bill
ficials. W. C. Robertson wit) be the made little headway and still trail- the clubs they represent ere:
Absentee Committee. Joyce Gar- official scorer and Earl Bowlin,
preme Court ruled it unconstitu- Marish 11, Governor Edward T. Holland.
John Sullivan, Lions Club; Miched 39-25 as the half ended.
gun and Dotty Harrison.
tional for a Communist to declare Breathitt and Highway Commisthe timer.
In the third quarter, though, ael Hernra, Retail Merchants;
The winners of speecn awards up
Class is made
Carnegie
Dale
The
his party affiliation when filing an sioner Henry Ward announced tobegan to break through the Vaughn Stephens, Elks Club; T. E.
through the fourth session are as up of twenty-three members. They
Tournament admission is $1.00 Lowes
application for employment in day.
nar- Wilson, American Legion; T. S.
for stu- Fulton defense for baskets,
The project will begin at the Ky. follows:
are: Mrs. Jackie Wright, Union for adults and 50 costs
America, whether it is for the
the gap and finally closed Wade, Civitan; Charles Johns, S.
rowed
WhitThe Best Speech - Gardner
City, Miss JoAce Gargus, Water dents.
State Department or a junk yard. 125 junction, four miles southeast
of F. Boosters; Harold Henderson,
end
the
at
lead
it, taking the
BenIt was a significant victory for of Hickman and extend to the US lock, Joyce Gargus and Bill
Valley, Miss Dotty Harrison, South
the period ',owes ou'-scored the Chamber of Commerce; James
Pairings are as follows:
the Communist Party, some of its 51 junction at Riceville, a distance nett.
Fulton, Mabel Bard, Water Valley,
Butts, Jaycees; Gilbert DeMyer,
Bulldogs 27-12 in the quarter.
The Most Improvement - Larry Mrs. Sandra Kirby, South Fulton,
leaders reported. "Now we can of 13.270 miles.
March 2, 7:30 p. m.—Fulton
Mayor of Fulton; Rex Ruddle,
(Continued on r - Eight)
Bids for bituminous surfacing on Seay, Dottie Harrison and Charles
sponsor candidates for public ofCity vs. Fulton County;
Mayor of South Fulton.
Five
Pape
on
(Continued
fices in America, even for Presi- the Hickman-Union City (Ky. 125) llickerson.
Road in Fulton County will be redent," they said.
ceived on March 11.
With Ecuador
The project will begin at the
Last week a story from Washington reported that repeal of the law south city limits of Hickman and
requiring an applicant for Medi- extend to the Tennessee State Line,
care to state whether or not he is a distance of 6.129 miles.
a Communist, would be introduced
Kentucky is making Progress in
In Congress. It was also reported
the Alliance for Progress.
that Congress will be asked to
'This was the general agreement
strike the same restriction from a
of members of the Kentucky Part1954 amendment ot the basic Social
ners of the Alliance with Ecuador
Security Act.
in Frankfort during a state-wide
meeting of the group at Holiday
As I understand it, and I may
Inn recently.
be wrong, and I hope I am, but
I don't think so, our taxes will be
And what's more the InternationEd Norman, president of the
increased to fight the Communists
al Banana Festival's program is
Bank of Clarksville,
in Viet Nam, while the increase First National
viewed as a vital link in promoting
speakwill also pay for medical services Tenn., will be the principal
the efforts of the Alliance for ProFulFulton-South
annual
the
at
er
Comfor
and retirement benefits
gress. An official of the Festival
of Commerce dinner
munists who live in America, en- ton Chamber
association attending the meeting
Feb. 20, at 7
joy the American way of life, but to be held Monday,
in Frankfort.
Park Terrace Reswho fight us on our own soil, with p. m. at the
KPAE is part or the United
taurant.
everything except guns.
States' grass roota approach to
Dinner tickets are $2.50 each. A
implement the expanded participacrowd is anticipatJust so you won't think I am off record-breaking
tion in the "people-to-people" promeeting.
annual
the
for
ed
my rocker, I am printing the story
gram of the Alliance for Progress.
Directors to succeed Dr. R. V.
about Medicare and„Social Security
Established in 1961 by the late
Joe Tress, Kenneth TurnJohn F. Kennedy, the Alliance for
benefits for Commutists on an in- Putnam,
er Sr., and L. M. McBride, whose
side page of this issue.
Progress is a means of presenting
term of office expires, will be
the American way of life to the
All four
ballot.
by
mail
elected
people of Central and South AmerThere are times when I feel that
will be elected for fourica by giving them a "hand instead
I am sort of like the Last Angry directors
terms.
year
of a handout."
Man, until I hear pleasant stories
Directors, who will remain in
The Partners of the Alliance proabout people we know and love.
office, include Charles Binford,
gram provides a channel through
-Miller, Robert Morgan,
Rodney
Charley)
which community organizations,
Mary Hughes (Mrs.
in Frankfort Friday night to discuss proParks Weaks, Harold Henderson.
Partrwrs of the Alliance with Ecuador met
business!, professional, educational,
Burrow has received a nice long
PARTNERS WITH ECUADOR—Members of the Kentucky
Ernest Fall and
representaNeedham,
James
Among
Program.
Progress
labor unions, service groups, state
letter from one of her favorite
Northwestern Ecuador as a part of the Alliance for
James Green. Also on the board
gress and to plan more ways to help Itte people of
even prifriends, and former pupils, Ella
KPAB execidiee secretary; Doris Fooks, Peace Corps or city institutions and
Martin,
Roy
ve from the JayLao
left,
are,
representati
from
a
are
program
vate Individuals in the United
tives participating in the Kentucky Partners
Doyle. Ella is now in Chicago,
Fulton Booster Club
ve; J. C. Zimmerman, KPAE stets chairman; Mrs.
South
cees,
representati
Kentucky
with any
of
direclly
Club
work
Woman's
for
can
States
where she is assistant director
representative; Mrs. Rodney D•mivutY, Democratic
League; and
and Young Men's Business Club.
Carl B. Wachs, president of Hie Kentucky Municipal
one of the numerous groups of peoadvertising and promotion for the
Weephirling, president of tho International Banana Festival at Fulton;
Ballots must be returned to the
gighti
Paul
Pape
on
!Continued
CBS television station.
—Photo Courtesy frenktort Journal
Chamber of Commerce office by
Adj. Gen. A. V. Lloyd.
Feb. 23.
(Continued On Pape Eight>

A preview of some of the exciting events scheduled
for the Fourth Annual International Banana Festival
was relealed Tuesday,night when members of the board
of directors of the organization, interested citizens and
officials of the cities of Fulton and South Fulton held an
enthuasistic meeting at the Fulton Electric System.
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Dale Carnegie Class Completes
Fourth Session; Winners Named
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On Repair Of
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Banana Festival Viewed As Important Partner For Alliance
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A Young Man Writes A Leiter To Hi Pa
s
The Editors, Seeking Understanding Fo rents,
r Peace
In our world of journalis

4
4
4
4

dom Ring?" I recently heard
ment over Radio Station WA a comLouisville, bringing forth the KY in
of American patriotism. Our decline
is not in the rice paddies of problem
Vie
nor the wall in I3erlin, but it t Nam
lies with
the people of the United Stat
Louis, into the crowded slu es; in St.
ms of Chicago, in the small towns of
the
in the mansions of San Fran south,
cisco.
This problem is pride. Why
is the
American flag slowly being
made to
touch the ground? Why
are people
beginning to say "I'd rath
er
than dead," and "let George be Red
What ever happened to the onc do it?"
lar saying "fight for God e popu, country,
and your family" Americ
an
has all but vanished, and the pride
Communists are finding this
Communists look at the Uni out. The
as a declining power rath ted States
er
of the world's leading ones. than one

—Hope that some day all men
will come to see more clearly
that which divides them, but not
which unites them and that each that
hour
may bring us closer to the fina
l victory, not of nation over nation,
of man over his own shortcomibut
ngs
and weaknesses.
—Charity towards those who
would reason with understandin
g if
They take every demonstra
they were shown the way.
tion,
every pacifist pamphlet,
eve
As a parent and an editor, we
card burner and show thes ry draft
know you will understand our prid
great detail to the othee faults in
e
r
today as we publish a letter fro
abr
oad. America is slowly losiantions
m
ng fac
eighteen-year old son, a Freshm our
wit
h
the
rest of the world. Why e
do
Bellarmine College in Louisvil an at
peo
ple
look at their shoe
le, who
wrote the following letter "to the
the pledge of allegience laces when
ediis
reci
ted intor," in the hope he said "that may
stead of the flag, and
are
all people at home will unders be
close their eyes when a sim afraid to
tan
d
ple prayer
the importance of doing someth
is said? Because these
ing
sam
for our country."
are taking for granted that e people
the United
States of America is the grea
This young fellow has been awa
test power in the world, and
from our hearth and home for nea y
the
rly
keep it that way withou y want to
seven months. We are pre
t putting up
jud
a struggle.
about his qualities of course, iced
but if
the influence we have tried to
The next time you lift you
r eyes
on his life and responsibilities have
into the skies and see
pro"Old Glory"
duces nothing more than this
flyi
ng
pro
udl
y in the bree
we shall feel compensated ind letter,
down in your heart you ze, and deep
feel a patrihas written the same letter eed. He
otic
glo
w, get down on your
to other
knees
editors with whom he is acquai
and
tha
nk Almighty God
nted in
Kentucky.'
a free citizen of the grea that you are
test nation in
the world. Wouldn't you
Here is the letter:
be willing to
protect this freedom?
I would.
Dear Mother and Dad:
Signed,
What has happened to our Ame
Paul Westpheling III
can patriotism? What has hap riBellarmine College
to the old American cliche "Le pened
t FreeLouisville, Kentucky

Reader Points Out That Drag Str
ipp
Growing Sport And Good Tourist ing Is
Attraction
The crack-down on "Dr

ag
ping" in McCracken County hasStripmade
headlines in area newspa
pers. The
general impression of this
fas
ing sport among many people t-movit is extremely hazardous, illicis that
it and
participated in by hoo
dlums and
would-be criminals.
Having come in contact
with
some avid drag strippers
last
we found that none of this thi year,
true. As we pointed out nking is
last year,
tinkering with automobile
mot
perhaps the sole enjoyment ors is
dreds of hard-working peo of hunple and
surely their hobby should
not
joyed in a contraband fashion. be enThis point is made abu
clear in a letter to the edit ndantly
Paducah Sun-Democrat rece or of the
cause it deserves the atte ntly. Bentio
of us, we are reprinting it nrof all
herewith:
Editor:
We are two of those
quents" who like drag raci"delinng. We
Published Every Thur
sday of The Year
at 209 Commercial Ave,
Fulton, Ky. 42041
Second • class postage
paid at Fulton, Ky, 42141
.
A member of the Kentucky
Press Argoolatkat
Successor of various
week
the first of which was foun ly papers In Fulton
ded in 18811.
Voted one of Kentucky
's "Best All Arou
Weekly Papers.
nd'
Address all mall (subs
criptions, change of att•
dress. Forms 2879) to
Post Office Sex 247 Puttees, Kentucky, 42041.
Subscription Rates: $3.00
Hickman, Craves Counties per year In Fulton
Weekley Counties, Tern , Ky., end Obien and
the United States $4.00 . Elsewhere throughout
Kentucky Subscribers per goer.
mewl add 2% toles
Tax.

do this against the law
we have no proper, lega because
l place to
drag race unless we
go to different states.
If the people of
Paducah
would build a strip,
peo
other states and oth ple from
er
Kentucky would come parts of
and
money in our city. A stri spend
also stop this racing on p would
and save many live highways
s.
create enjoyment and It would
fun for
people of all ages.
Most people think
racing as very danger of drag
ous
except when it is und . It is,
er proper
supervision. At a
drag strip, the car regulation
s are safety
checked and are made
time your car on a wid safe. You
road where you have e strip of
run into and go off thenobody to
car with the best time strip. The
type of racing is bett wins. This
er
ing your car next to somthan pullseeing who can get to eone and
the big tree
or the mailbox down
the narrow
road first.

So you see, drag rac
more dangerous than ing is no
any other
sport. Anyone can dro
ming or break an armwn swimplaying
baseball.
You adults think of
when
you were young. You
did things then that werprobably
e against
the law. The city of
Paducah has
many licensed bars and
clubs where adults can nightdrink, dance and have go and
fun. But

ine,

Ire

Editorials
m, most
conscientious editors live in a nev
ernever land of faith, hope and charity:
—Faith that our readers are intelligent and courageous people and
care sincerely what happens to the
community and the world in whi
ch
they live. That is why, periodically
we publish "think" pieces concernin
g
the necessity for every individual, regardless of race, creed or color
to assume the responsibilities for mai
ntaining peace in a nuclear-explo
sive
world.

rileammermeamegememem

OPTIMISM
Talk happiness. The wor
ld is sad enough
Without your woes. No pat
h is wholly rough;
Look for the places that
are smooth and clear,
And speak of those, to rest
the weary ear
Of Earth, so hurt by one
continuous strain
Of human discontent and
grief and pain.

Lost Tribes
0,
Irish Folks
by Irvin S. Cobb
(Second of • series)
As a boy, down Sout
h, there
were two songs that
stirred
no other songs could - one me as
was a
song that I loved and
one a song
that I hated, and one of
these songs
was the hymn of the
South„
land," and the other
was
ing Through Georgia." "MarchBut once
upon a time when, I
grown, a wandering piperwas halt.
the town where I lived came to
, a man
who spoke with a brog
ueand play.
ed with one. And he
carried under
his arm a weird contr
aption which
to me seemed to be a
compound of
(C00144141143d CM Pope
Three,

Talk faith. The world is bett
er off without
Your uttered ignorance and
morbid doubt.
If you have faith in God,
or man, or self,
Say so. If not, push back upo
n the shelf
Of silence all your though
ts, till faith shall come;
No one will grieve becaus
e your lips are dumb.

present. New equi
pment is being
added to Regional
Libraries, which
is to the advantage
of all counties in the Regions.

Talk health. The dreary, nev

WHAT WILL THE
NEW
PROVIDE?

er-changing tale

Of mortal maladies is worn
and stale.
You cannot charm, or inte
rest, or please
By harping on that minor
chord, disease.
Say you are well, or all is
well with you,
And God shall hear your wor
ds and make them true
.
— Ella Wheeler Wil
cox
how mony recreation centers do
the kids have? Very few.
If the city can provide for
these bars and nightclubs, it can
provide the teen-agers wit
h a
drag strip. Adults can go to the
drag strip, too, you know.
Seventy kids were caught
racing at the "four-lane"
and
some got away, so you kno
there are enough kids who wanw
a drag-strip. We had a spe t
aker
at our school last week who
Kentucky state policeman is a
.
said there isn't enough "fu He
zz"
the state to stop this drag raci in
ng.
He was right. The teen-age
rs

who got caught that
night, and
others too, will contin
ue
race. You can take thei to drag
fine them and everyt r licenses,
hin
but they will still race g else,
take their licenses, oth. If you
will become 16 and get er kids
censes in 1966 and some their liof them
will drag race too.
We know it is wrong, but
???
A drag strip is the ans
wer to this
problem.

BILL

Quoting Misa Willis
THE NEW
PERKINS VERSION
OF THE LIBRARY AND
CONSTRUCTION
ACT WOULD INC
REASE FEDERAL AID FOR LIB
RARY SERVICES TO 930 MILL
ION, FOR LIBRARY OONSTRUCT
ION TO $75
MILLION IN FISCAL
1967, WITII
REGULAR INCREASES
THERE
AFTER FOR FIVE
YEARS"
(This is to be comp
ared to $23 md.
lion for library servi
ces, and $30
million for coostrecti
on
under the present bill). per year
-AN
ADDTIONAL SECT
ION
AUTHORIZES
ADDMONAL
HELP FOR COOPER
ATIVE PROJECTS BFI1VEE4
AGENCIES."
"The new bill introduced
a new
philosophy of permanen
t, ongoing
federal aid for library
services but
would terminate all aid
for library
construction in five
years ""The
bill has been referred
to the House
Committee on educatio
n and labor.
of which Carl Perk
ins, the sponsor, is a member".
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Associations held a join
t meeting Tuesday
the High School aud
afternoon at
ito
over by Mrs. Arch Hud rium. The meeting was presided
dleston,

February 15. 1946
C. H. McDaniel, of Paducah,
who traveled for many
years for Parke-Davis, man
ufa
cals, this week purchased the cturers of pharmaceutiMr. McDaniel recently rece DeMyer Drug Company.
ived
Navy He, Mrs. McDaniel and his discharge from the
to Fulton to make their hom their daughter will come
find suitable living quarters e just as soon as they can
.

I W. Grady, formerly
of Hickman, will ope
cafe on the corner of
n a new
Thi
tension, next to Siegel rd Street and Fourth Street exGar
men
t
Fac
tor
y.
Mr.
pects to serve sandwi
ches, short orders and Crnrly exners.
special dinFrom Latham"- Hobert
Stafford has been
with flu and other
complications for the suffering
Basil Hawks is in charge
of his grocery in his past week.
absence.

Swift and Company of Fulton
will hold a premiere
of Red Wagon at the Swi
ft Family Suggestion Party to
be held at the Elks Club
here Tuesday night, February
19.

From Palestine: Mr.
staying at the home of herand Mrs. George Houston are
mother, Mrs. Bert
until they find an apa
ie Wakes,
rtm
employed at the City Mot ent in town. Mr. Houston is
or Company,

Illinois Central train No. 3
pulled through Fulton
last week with a group of
British brides of war veterans
aboard. They were enrout
e from the East Coast to New
Orleans.

From Route 3: B. H.
tobacco last week in May Lowery sold some dark-fired
fie
$30 for lugs. This tops the ld for $37 per hundred, and
dark-fired tobacco
tion.
in this sec-

Jas R. Hogan, presiden
Young Men's Club has sec t, has announced that the
the Kennel Club, over ured a lease on the quarters of
Nee
Street, for a home for the ly's Barber Shop on Lake
club
available for meetings of oth . The club rooms will be
er civic organizations.
The West Fulton and Eas
t Fulton Parent-Teachers

From Dukedom: Mrs, Loi
s Roberts of Duk
nounced the marriage of her
edom anByars, son of Mr. and Mrs daughter, Wanda, to Bates
. Almus Byars. The
was solemnized Monday
marriage
home of Mr. and Mrs. Ric evening, February 11, in the
e Mayo, with Mr.
ating. Mrs. Byars is an
employee at the Mayo officihere.
switchboard
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Churches- God's Agency For Spreading His Love

The church of our Lord was in the eternal plan of God. Eph.
3:10,11. She was established on the broad and solid rock foundation,
namely, that Jesus Christ is the Son of the living God. Matt. 18:
13-19. Furthermore, she came into existence on the first Pentecost,
after the resurrection of Jesus, In the city of Jerusalem about 33
A. D. Lk. 24146-49; Acts 2:1,47.
The church is composed of born again souls (Jon. 3:15), and,
they are added by the Lord to his church. Acts 2:47.
The government of the church is strictly monarchal in form—
Christ is the soverign head (Eph. 1,22,23)—in Him rests all authority (Matt. 28:18), hence, Ile is the legislator, executive and
judge. All matters of faith (inspired revealed truth) come from
Him. therefore, all problems touching upon this subject must be
settled by Him.
Local congregations are referred to as "churches of Christ."
Rom. 16:18. Each congregation is separate and independent of all
others so far as government is concerned, hence, each has her
own plurality of bishops. Titus 1514; I Tim. 3:14. These bishops
are to oversee, shepherd and pastor the flock. Acts 20:28. They
of
are to execute the orders of their soverign head in all matters
and
faith (revealed truth). Again, they are not privileged to make
did not
bind laws on the membership which their spiritual kind
of the
any
eliminate
to
permitted
they
are
neither
authorise,
king's laws. Rev. =:18,19.
The evangelists of the church are to speak only sound doctrine
3. Their
(Titus 2:1) and to contend earnestly for the faith. Jude
Acts 20:20;
work is that of winning souls and eddying the church.
2 Tim. 4:5; Titus 2:1-6.
the Lord's
Three additional distinguishing characteristics of
are rechurch are found in the New Testament. Her members
oracles
stricted, in the field of teaching, to speaking only as the
music specified
of God. I Pet. 4:11. Also, they have the kind of
5:19. Again, the
that is to be used in the worship-'-vocal. Eph.
— the early
frequency of the observance of the Lord's Supper
on the first day
church, after she sense into existence, observed it
that each
of the week (Acts 20:7) and it must be remembered
week has only one first day.
as the CenThe local congregation, known to this community
began about
tral Church of Christ (central because of her location)
conducted at the
1910 as a result of a special gospel effort being
corner of Second and Carr Streets.

THE CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST, SECOND AND CARE STREETS

in 1947
The present building was erected in 1916—remodeled
Some of the greatest
and had an additional wing added in 1961.
been connected
preachers, among the churches of Christ, have
evangelists. One of the
with this work—either as local or visiting
N. B. Hardeman—colatest of these was the late but famous
of the same for
founder of Freed-Hardeman College and president
Glendon W. Walker, was
25 years. The present local evangelist,
Mr. Walker began
taught and trained by this noted individual.
1965.
work with the church at the beginning of

The Central Church seeks to enlist the efforts of all people to
return to the Bible. Plant the same aced (the word of God. Lk.
811) and reap but one kind of fruit—Christians. Acts 11:26. This
automatically results in one body (Eph. 4:4) and bring about

Bible Study
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

religious unity—that for which our Lord prayed, Jno. 17:1-26. To
LOST TRIBES—
(Contiew.-1 i, ern Page Two)
two fishing poles stuck in a hotwater bottle, and he snuggled (Ito
his breast and it squawked out its
ecstasy, and then he played on it
a tune called "Garryowen." And
as he played it. I found that my
toes tingled inside my shoes, and
my heart throbbed as I thought it
could only throb to the air of
"Dixie." And I took counsel with
myself and I said, "Why is it that
I who call myself a pure Anglo•
Saxon should be thrilled by an
Irish air?" So I set out to determine the reason for it. And this
is the kind of Anglo-Saxon I found
out I was:
My mother was of the breed of
Black Douglas of Scotland, as
Scotch as haggis, and rebels, all
of them, descendants of men who
followed the fortunes of Bonnie
Prince Charles, and her mother
lived in a county in North Carolina,
one of five counties where up to
1820, Gaelic was not only the lang.
uage of the people in the street,
but was the official language of
the courts. It was in that selfsame
part of North Carolina that there
lived some of the men who, nearly
a year before our Declaration of
Independence was drawn up, wrote
and signed the Mecklenburg Declaration. which was the first battle cry raised for American independence. On the other side, I
found by investigation, that my
father's line ran back straight and
unbroken to a thatched cottage on
the green side of a hill in the
Wicklow Mountains, and his people
likewise had some kinsmen in
talWayi and sonle in Dublin with
whont, following the quaint citsidth
of their land, they were hetilatomed to take tea and fight afterwards.

one, tlw desire to rebel against
oppression and tyranny.

this end are we dedicated, and it is our prayer that all men will
come to love Him, who died to save as, to the degree that they

I had three great-great-grandfathers, two of them Irish and one
of them Scotch, who were Revolutionary soldiers, and I had a father who was a Confederate soldier.
And of these facts, too, I am quite
proud, for I find that my strain,
being Irish, is always intent either
on trying to run the government or
trying to pull it down.
You Irish-descended people of
the Northern Slates are proud of
Shields, the son of an Irish emigrant, who, if my memory serves
me *right, helped to direct the destinies of three American commonwealths and was United States
Senator (coin all three.

But I like to think of another
Irishman, Matthew Lyon by name,
the son of an bumble Wicklow peasant, who was sold as a slave to
the New England plantations because he, an Episcopalian, dared
to raise his voice and his arms in
defense of the rights of his Catholic neighbors and kinsmen in the
County of Wicklow; and he bought
his freedom with a black bull,
which, according to family tradition, he first stole, and he became
a United Stales Senator from Vermont, and cast the vote against
the wishes of his constitutents,
which made Thomas Jefferson
President of this country over
Aaron Burr and by to doing altered the entire course of our country's history; and while he was
in jail in a town in Vermont for
his attacks on the odious Alien and
Sedition Laws, he issued a challenge for duel to the President of
the United States and, being released, he moved down to Kentucky and became 8 Cealtresstain;
and later, having %barreled with
all his neighbort there, he moved
ancesUllateral
to ArkanSas and was named as
I
had
on
I
found
tor who was mil with the pikes in Arkansas' first territorial deleand
prisoner
taken
gate th Washington, and he might
'98 and he Was
tried for high crimes and miss MO moved still further west and
govBritish
might have filled still more ofdeineartbrs against the
ernment, and was sentenced to be fices had he not in the fullness of
was
his maturity, when he was seventy
hatiged by the neck until he
a
dead and might God have mercy years young, been thrown from
sin his soul! And he was hanged by mule and had his spine injured so
MatI
of
and
think
to
dead,
like
I
died.
was
that he
the neck until he
because
am sure God did have mercy on thew Lyon and his career,
mine.
his soul, for that soul of his went he also was an ancestor of
his
to
transmitting
on,
marching
continued)
(To
be
people, of whom I am proud to be

will have the disposition of heart to say, "Lord, speak—thy servant hearth; command—and I will obey."

This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More People Will Co To Church.
It Is Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY

Hickman - Fulton Co's. R. E. C.C.
"Live Better Electrically'

Jobbers of Shell Products
Fulton

Phone 4713951

Hickman, Ky.

Hornbeak Funeral Home
Oxygoo-equipped ambulance
302 C•rr St.

DIM 472-1412

Henry I. Siegel Company, Inc.
Rice Insurance Agency. Inc.

Patton and South Fulton
"The Rowell Store"

See us for all your Insurance needs
231 Main St.

Phone 471-13N,

THE CITIZENS BANE

Lek* Street

Dial 472.2421

Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky,

Phone 236-205

Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop
MARINE OIL COMPANY
West State Line

E. W. James & Son Supermarkets
Hickman, Ky.

Unless City, Tenn.

South Fulton, Tenn.

Fulton, Ky.

Fulton Insurance Agency
Farm & Auto Insurance
Farmer's Liability Coverage
248 Main St., Futton Office Phone 472-1351

ass

Excellent Food
Souvenirs
Private dining for 230

Tires, Batteries, minor repairs
Broadway St.

Phone 418.9813
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News From Our
Boys In The

SERVICE

MANY THANKS,

Mrs. Ralph Breeden was brought
from the Baptist Hospital in Memphis to her home in Fulton Tuesday. Sir. and Mrs. Breeden wish
to thank everyone for the cards,
flowers, phone calls and other acts
of kindness shown while she was
in
Mr: Kathryn White Kearby died the hospital.
last Friday afternoon in the Fulton
Hospital, following a long illness.
Funeral services were held Sunday afternoon at Whitnel Funeral
Home with Rev. Luther Clark.
pastor of the Cayce Methodkt
:hurch, officiating. Burial was in
I. ayce Cemetery.
Mrs. Kearby, 66, was born in
Dorena, Missouri, and was the
is idow of Jim Kearby, a rural mail
carrier. She had been employed in
the Fulton Hospital most of the
29
years of her nursing career, which
she began following her husband's
death.
Surviving are an aunt, Mrs.
Clara Carr of Cayce. and eight
first cousins.

DEATHS

Mrs. Kathryn Kearby

PO HOLIt;AY I
BE ON HANOI
The Fulton post office will
be I The February meeting of
the
closed Tuesday, February 22.
1966, Palestine Homemakers Club
wIll
ia observance of George Washi
ng. hi held tomorrow (Friday)
at
1010
ton's birthday. There will
be no a. m. in the home of Mrs.
J. M.
city or rural delivery. Mail
for post Mayberry The lesson will
be
ea
Ware box holders will be distrib
ut- "Refinishing Picture Frames,
Old
ed, as usual.
and New

Stea.

Albert Gargus

St
el
at

Funeral services for Albert GarAirman tat Class John E. Mann
gus were held in Jackson Funera
l
WARNER ROBERTS, Ga.—Air- Home in Dukedom Monday afterman First Class John E. Mann, sou noon with Bro. L. G. Lewis, of Lexof Mr. and Mrs. James A. Mann of ington, Tenn., officiating. InterR. R. 1, Fulton, Ky., has been ment was in Oak Grove Cemetery.
Mr. Gargus, 64, died suddenly
graduated from the U. S. Air Force
at
Noncommissioned Officer Leader- his home on Route 1, Dukedom,
early Saturday morning, follow
ship School at Robins AFB, Ga.
ing
Airman Mann, who was trained several months' illness.
He was born in Graves County
in military management and sup,
ervision, is a telephone equipment the son of the late Lon and Anna
specialist at Robins. He is a mem- Jones Gargus.
Surviving are his wife. Mrs. Sue
ber of the Air Force Logistics
Command which provides equip- Gargus; a son. Charles, of Nashment and services to insure that ville; two daughters, Mrs. Onnie
all U. S. missiles and aircraft are Rentroe and Mrs. Helen Cantre
ll
of Lexington, Ten.; two sisters
constantly ready.
,
Mrs. Bertha West of Mayfield and
The airman is a graduate
of Mrs. Maude
Newton of Cuba, and
Futon High School.
five grandchildren.

a
3D INFANTRY DIV., GERMANY—Army
Specialist
Four
Billy Bransford, 22, son of Mr.
and! Myatt
J. Johnson died in MemMrs. Charles Bransford, Route
3, '
Fulton, Ky., participated in Ex- orial Hospital in Colorado Springs.
Colorado, last Monday. The
ercise MARNE MAULER, an
body
U. was schedu
led to arrive in Fulton
day field training exercise conduc
t- at 12:30
this (Thursday) morning.
ed by the 3t1 Infantry Division
in
Funeral services will be held
Germany Jan. 28-Feb. 7.
at
10 a. m. Saturday, Februa
ry 19,
The exercise provided traini
ng in Hornbeak's Funeral
Home, and
in tactics against an aggres
sor burial will be in Cayce
Cemetery.
force, and trained the divisio
n to, Friends may call at
the funeral
support itself logistically.
home
after
10
a.
m.
today.
French. German and U. S.
air
forces took part as friendly
Mr. Johnson. 76. is a former Fuland
aggressor forces.
ton County sheriff. He has made
NIARNE MAULER was part
of his home in Colorado Springs for
a year-round program to mainta
in the past five years.
combat proficiency.
Surviving are his side, Mrs.
Specialist Bransford is assign
ed Anna
as a radio telephone operat
Charlton Johnson of Colorado
or in
Springs; one daughter, Mrs. Harry
Company B. 1st Battalion
of the
Sams of Fulton; one son, Willia
division's lith Infantry regula
m
rly
stationed
near Kitzinger. Ger- -Myatt Johnson of Texas; a stepson. Walter Craddock of
many. He entered the Army
Illinois;
in
ten grandchildren and three
Jauary 1964, completed basic
great
traingrandchildren.
ing at Fort Polk, La., and was
last
stationed in Korea_before arrivi
ng
overseas the following June.
Bransford attended South Fulton
High School.

Illyaii J. Jeluusa

1

HOSPITAL NEWS

SIRLOIN

T-BONE

98,

lb.

lb.
c

1

3-Lb. Pkg. Or Moe.

The 19-year-old soldier
the Army in September entered
1965 and
completed basic combat
training at
Fort Gordon, Ga.
He attended Gallatin
County'High
School in Warsaw.

FULTON HOSPITAL
Miss Mary Swann Bushart.
Earl
Phillips, Mrs. Jim Norman,
Mrs.
Ellen Hooker, Mrs. 011ie
Kaler,
Fulton; Mrs. Larry Carter
. Mrs.
Mollie Bunton, South Fulton
; Mrs.
Bobby
Jetton, Route 1, Fulton
USS HORNET (CVS-12) Jan.
;
20— Lloyd Wiggins, Mrs. Irby
Airman William J. Emery
Holder,
, USN, Route 3, Fulton; Mrs.
son of Mr. and Mrs.
A. G. CampJoseph 0. bell, Jim Purcel
l, Route 4, Fulton;
Emery of Route One. Fulton
, Ky., Jim Burke, Route 5,
is back on station of the
Fulton; Mrs.
Vietna- Jones Foster, Mrs.
Arnie Brown,
mese coast in the South
China Sea Mrs. Willis Attebe
rry,
aboard the anti-submarine
Crutchfield;
warfare Mrs. Clara Wilson, Route
support aircraft carrier
1, CrutchUSS Horn- field; Miss
Eunice McAlister,
et. after a brief visit to
Sasebo, Billie Latham, Mrs.
Gusta Rhodes,
Japan.
Mrs. Etta Stephens, Water
While in Sasbo, crewmember
Valley:
s of Sic Starks, George
Wdliams, Mrs.
the Hornet gave more than
2,100 L. C. Wilson, Route
1, Water Valunits of blood in a three-day
"draw
ing". This blood is being used - ley; Mrs. George Owens, Mrs. J.
for E. Carr, Mrs. Thoma
s R. Cole,
servicemen wounded in Vietna
m.
Hornet provides a mobile landin Route 2, Water Valley; Charlie
g Creed, Hickman; Barne
field for aircraft and helicpters
y Speight,
fly- Route 1, Hickman;
ing in support of friendly forces
Mrs. Edward
in Blaylock, Dukedom;
Donnie CaldVietaasn.
well, Melber, Ky.
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SUPER RIGHT BONELESS BEEF CUTS
Sirloin Steak
,
L $1.18 Rib Steak
$1.69 Chuck Roastm-A"`" I-094
Top Round"' LL $1.08 Flank Steak
— 994 Rump Roast"SIRLOIN TIP ,
L 994
Bottom Round°"55 LAM Sirloin Strip MUL""—L,$1.79 Rotisserie
— $1.08
JANE PARKER

Cherry Fruit Drinks F:‘P;EPF7II'l-PPLE
chili
Pie
391 Crackers
2Cans 79
Cake Aix Peas CAKE
49tC
3
Donuts Swansdown
49t
Miracle Whip
SUPER RIGHT

WITH

(Save 16t)

ARISTOCRAT

4-Pub Saltines

JANE PARKER

a

TENDER

16.0x.

C
MIXES
Except Angel Feed

1-11,
3.01.
Boxes

GOLDEN DO
(SavaZ21 c

SUGARED, 14)

SALAD DRESSING

INNAMON

CHED-O-BIT

Cheese
Spread

BEANS

GRADE A

FORT KNOX, KY.—Pvt.
The following were patients
Larry
in
B. Hicks, son of Mr. and
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
Mrs.
C. Hicks, Route 2, Hickman, A., February 16:
Ky.,
completed a communicatio
n specialist course at the Army
Armor
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Center, Fort Knox, Ky., Feb.
7.
During the 12-week
course,' Harvey Johnson, Tillma
n ('ooley,
Hicks received instruction
in elec- Harry Pittman, Mrs. Roland
trical and radio fundam
Bell
entals,' and baby, Mrs. Billy Bendet
t. E.
standardized series radio
sets,. E. Pittman, Mrs. Willie Matthe
radio maintenance and commu
ws,
ni- S. D. Grissom, Mrs. Angie
Elvert,
cations.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Hardy,
The 21-year-old soldier
Mrs.
entered Kenneth Stanley, Blanche
the Army in July 1965 and
Patton,
receiv- Laura Hartsfield. Essie
ed basic training at Fort
Cotton,
Jackson, Fulton; Mrs. Al Thorpe
, South
S. C.
Fulton; Mrs. Loyd Hender
He is a 1962 graduate
of Obion Crutchfield; Hubert O'Rear son,
County Central High
, Billy
School in' Prince, Clinton; Mrs.
T. J. Smith,
Troy, Tenn.
Water Valley: Charles Horns
by,
Dresden; Mrs. H. B. Stewar
t,
Route 1, Wingo; Jessie Bauco
FORT SILL, OKLA.—Pvt.
m,
John LaCent
E. Barlow, son of Mrs.
er; Max Roper, Hickman;
Sarah E.
Charlie Toon, St. Louis.
Barlow, Route 1. Fulton.
Ky., completed advanced artillery
training
at the Army Artillery
and Missile
JONES HOSPITAL
School, Fort Sill, Okla., Feb.
10.
Barlow was trained as
R. L. Murray, Doran Colley
a can,
noneer in field artillery
Mrs. Henry Climer, Mrs. Elvie
units.
His training included
mainten- Workman, Fulton; John Napier,
ance and firing of artillery
guns, Route 4, Union City; Mrs. Effie
howitzers and heavy machin
eguns. Winston, Dukedom; Mrs. Laura
Instruction was also given
in am- Wheeler, Route 4, Dresden.
munition handling and
communications.

e8s

Baking Hens
394
shrump

Whole2Fr
9 yers
lb.

EXECUTIVE MEETINGi
The executive board of
the 1,,,t
Fulton PTA will meet
this
day) afternoon in the home (Thurs.
of Mrs.
Flynn Powell. All
officers are
urged to be present.

lb.

„
lb.5j4

U.S.D.A. INSPECTED
HO- LIMIT HONE
SOLD TO
DEALER

FULTON, Ky., Feb. 15 — Food
and medical supplies to be used in
case of a disaster have been stored
by the civil defense organization
at South Fulton High School, principal Lester Betty has announced.
Articles stored include water

CENTER
CUT
ROUND

Ground Beef
Ati
SUPER RIGHT
FRESH

cans, subsistence rations
, no ,.
supplies and toilet faciliti
es.

•

$108

SUPER RIGHT
FULLY
MATURED
BEEF

CD SUPPLIES ARE
STORED AT SCHOOL

2,-„1:75C
ALP SPECIAL LABEL

Instant
Coffee

Qt. Jar

BANANA
RED ROME

Few! Vine BIP•Dlod

JAR

99t

AliPs LOW
CASH SAVING
PRICE

Lb.
Oranges
Lettuce
49t 230"H-19C
CALIF. NAVEL

CRISP ICEBERG

Apples Tomatoes
5 59C
28c
DriedBeanrous'"A 2Bag—90b
Gerber:
Ga
la
Ary
BATHROOM
Baby Food
Ritz Crackili:F.,354
59C
HydroxCookielE454 Tissue Towels
CrackersrovNEHT0t7 L ft:. 25c 4 2;K:Ls!97C 2
3 43C
CriscoSHORTE"In 3 Lc:. 89C
9 Livernicm 2:27C
Clorox Bleach Q, 23
Lb Bog

1j3.

ti13 Sil
l2

Foe

Store Hours Mon-Thee-Wed: 8: am to 7: paw ThurFri-Sat 8: am to 8:pm.
V"

AURORA

F
114.7

STRAINED
4-01.
Jars
JUNIOR

RPO
K6.39C

7% Jars

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT. FEB.
19th.
GRIAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC ?IA

KRAFT MIRACLE

Margarine
7--

COLDWATER.
7t Off

Surf

15e Off

Charm&
BATHROOM TISSUE

34c A1 -154.1.4
.- 4 2 „R.. 65
Pkg.

Pkg.

Pkgs.

Hawaiian
Punch
1-Qr. 14-0x.
Can

COMPANY MC.

Top Job )

37t (.1, , . A. . . „.) 384
HOUSEHOLD CLEANER
x.
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subsistence rations, iii,-,
ies and toilet facilities.
XECUTIVE MEETING,
executive board of the West
PTA will meet this (Viers,
fternoon in the borne of
Powell. All officers Mrs'
ate
to be present.
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Three Adult
Scout Workers
Are Honored
Three adult volunteer workers
of the Four Rivers Boy Scout Council last Thursday night were honored for their work when they
were given the Silver Beaver award of scouting.
Earl Osborne, Marshall circuit
Judge; 0. C. Walker, Fulton businessman and Joe Huff, Paducah
sales representative, received the
awards during the annual council
recognition dinner held at the Jaycee Civic Center.
More than 1,400 adult leaders are
currently active in scouting in the
council.
Perry S. S. Jackson, Cincinnati,
Ohio was guest speaker at the dinner.
Douglas Edwards, Paducah, paid
tribute to den mothers, and mothers and wives of the men wino
serve boys through scouting.
Other awards presented during
the meeting were:
Scouters' Key - Royce Dyer,
Melvin
48, Hickman;
Troop
Vaughn, Troop 54, Troy, Tenn.;
Joe Huff, assistant council commissioner;
5couter's Award - Raphael
Jones, Troop 77, Murray; Thomas
R. Armstrong, Pack 87, Kirksey;
Frank Cooper Watts,- Pack 45,
Murray; Dr. John L. Jones, Troop
43, Fulton;
Den Mother Award - Pat McAlister, Pack 52, Union City; Pat
Bodker, Pack 40, Fulton; Carson
Moss, Pack 40, Fulton; Martha
Rose, Pack 40, Fulton; Ruth Rudolph, Pack 40, Fulton; Mrs. Paryin Walker. Pack 31, Mayfield,
and Emily McGuire, Pack 24, Paducah.
Veteran's Awards went to George
G. Sirk, assistant scoutmaster,
Troop 20, Paducah, 20 years;
Thomas Exum, district commissioner, Fulton, 10 years; -Glenn
Exum, associate advisor, Post 43,
Fulton, 10 years; and Cleo Sykes,
post advisor, Post 45, Murray, 10
years.
Guild
the
Art
.board
crafts
other
A striking sive of art, pottery and
train
crafts
and
arts
the
only
train Is shown abov•. Ttw two-car train,
on rolls in the world, will come to the twin cities during the Fourth
Annual It

$1.08
BIT

LAIR

9C
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Festival.

ART TRAIN-

to board the train were left behind
Brinkman had to whip up a new
set.
around
them
transports
cars and
The time a blind couple visited
the state. Local communities furnish power for lights, heating and the train and, unlike others, were
allowed to touch the art objects.
airconditioning.
The time children from a small
The Brinkmans (he's 26 and she's
school came aboard and brought
271 are enthusiastic entrepreneurs all their parents.
of the train. She gives weaving
demonstrations aboard it, and he
The time Boy Scouts volunteered
knows how to "throw a pot" on a to help on the train and ran a
potter's wheel. Children who visit softdrink concession on the side.
the train often think they can go
The Fourth-Grader who saw abhome and turn a pot on a phonostreet paintings for the first time
graph turntable.
and said to his teacher, "Miss
Children bring samples of their Walker, what HAPPENED to
local clay to show the Brinkmans those paintings?"
"The different colors are amazThe time a robin's nest, complete
ing," said Mrs. Brinkman.
with eggs, appeared on the outside
during
experiences
Recalling
of the train, which stays an avertheir first year on the train, Judith age of only three days in a town.
Brinkman listed:
•
Mrs. Brinkman said there is at
The time the wooden steps used least one child in every town who
visits the train and stays all day
in fascination.
Continved from Pape (Me)

She finds Kentuckians most hospitable. She and her husband live
in a tiny apartment on the train
in each town but the natives often
volunteer to show them around.
The Brinkmans do not travel on
the train but drive to meet it.

Egg and
Stoker

Mrs. Brinkman is from New
York and her lumband is from
Michigan. They met at Penland
School of Crafts, Penland, N. C.,
where they were resident craftsmen.

COAL
Highest Grade
Immediate Delivery

CITY COAL
Company
Pho. 472-1150

Hickman Woman's Kentucky Is
Club Sponsors
Seeking 700
Heart Drive
Social Workers
The 1966 Heart Fund drive in
Hickman will be sponsored by the
Hickman's Woman's Club, it has
been announced by Kentucky campaign chairman, J. 0. Matlick, of
Frankfort, State Commissioner of
National Resources. The drive,
now in progress, will continue
through the month of February.
Mr. Matlick, himself a recovered
heart attack victim, pointed out he
has come to know first-hand of the
progress"
miraculous
"almost
science has made against Heart
and blood vessel diseases, and of
how the Kentucky Heart Association "by its effective use of Heart
Fund dollars in the State's commities, hospitals and medical research laboratories has vitally
furthered this progress."
Ste announce° that the annual
door-to-door Heart Sunday solicitation would be conducted this year
on February 20.

Mn. Ralph Drake

Miss Beverly Beadles,Ralph Drake
Married In Campton Baptist Church
Of interest to their many friends in Fulton is the
announcement of the marriage of Miss Beverly Beadles,
daughter of Mrs. Tom W. Beadles, Richmond, Kentucky, and the late Mr. Beadles, to Mr. Ralph Drake,son
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Drake of Campton, Kentucky.
The wedding took place at 1 o'clock on Saturday afternoon, February 12, in the Florence Baptist Church,
Florence, Kentucky. The Rev. Jack Sanford officiated at
the double ring ceremony. Mrs. Joseph Tackett of Florence, Kentucky was matron of honor and Mr. Edward
Drake, of Louisville served as his brother's best man.

Cub Scout Den 14, Pack 40, met
last Thursday, February 10, in the
scout cabin. The meeting opened
with the pledge.
The main activity was writing
invitations to the fathers of members to the Blue and Gold banquet,
which will be held at 8:30 p. m.,
February 17, in the First Methodist
Church.
Refreshments were served by
Jimmy Bodker.
Den 14, along with other members of Pack 40, observed Scout
Sunday on February 13.
The meeting closed with the living circle.
Keeper of the Buckskin
Brad Boggess

GOLDEN WEDDING

Charles Martin
Coming Here For
Soil Assignment

Mr. and Mrs. Ray F. Adams,
Route 4, Fulton, will celebrate their
Golden Wedding anniversary on
Sunday, February 20, with open
house. The hours are from two to
rive o'clock in the afternoon. No
formal invitations are being sent,
but friends and relatives are inCharles W. Martin, soil censervited.
vationist with the U. S. Soil Conservation Service, has been reassigned to Hickman, Kentucky
from Russellville, Kentucky, se.
cording to an announcement made
today by Homer A. Taff, State
Conservationist, Lexington, Kentucky.

Mrs. Opal Webb
Undergoes Surgery

J. B. MANES & SONS
orinanda.

DIAL 472-1997
Storm Doors
Siding-Roofing

• Large Display •
'Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •

Awni.- _

Otwentield
Phone 2.15-ritt

Insulation
Windows
FHA Terms

TWIN CITY HONE
IMPROVEMENT CO.
404) Main

0. Lester Dawson, commissione
of the State Department of Ect
nomic Security, said there is
great and growing need for SOCiP
workers throughout the state. I
addition to the 25 public assistanc
workers needed for the food stem
program, he says Kentucky wi:
need 700 social workers over th
next two years.
When adequate social service
are performed for needy personi
Dawson says, their financial dc
mends upon the State can be dra!
ties* reduced, since the bindle
public assistance worker i
of
to help the needy help themselve
through better use of their own n
sources, retraining, job placemen
and health instruction.
College graduates with liners
arts degrees are being recruited t
be trained by the department to
jobs in many social service pr(
Jan Garber and his noted orches- grams.
Dawson said possibilities ar.
tra will appear in Martin, Tennessee in a special Sunday afternoon virtually unlimited for career job
with the Economic Security Di
concert on March 13th.
The Garber show is being spon- partment, with the opportunity to
uncle
sored by the Martin Rotary Club, advanced study and training
which annually brings well-known the U. S. Department of Health
matchln.
Welfare
and
Education,
concerts,
for
city
that
bands to
Tickets for the Garber concert funds program.
will be $3 per person.
Qualified persons interested i
getting more detailed informatio
on immediate social service etc
James F
The number of psychiatrists in ployment should contact
the United States has tripled since Thompson, director of the depart
recruithi.
and
1948. Does this mean we are three ment's personnel
service.
times as goofy now?.-

The bride wore a dress of white
lace over satin, featuring a scooped past three years. She will receive
neckline, long tapered sleeves and her Masters Degree at Eastern
a bouffant overskirt of lace at- Kentucky State College at the end
tached at the fa-ont by a white sat- of the 1966 summer term.
in bow. Her veil of illusion fell
Mr. Drake is a graduate of
from a small satin pill box covered Wolfe County High School, Campwith lace aad iced Pearls- She car- ton, Kentucky and received his BS
ried a white Bible with a white degree in Business Administration
orchid attached.
from Eastern Kentucky State ColMrs. Tackett's gown was of ice lege. He is employed by Inland
blue satin featuring a scooped Manufacturing Company, a Divineckline, elbow length sleeves and sion of General Motors, in Vana flowing back panel attached at dalia, Ohio.
the waist by a satin bow. She wore
Immediately following the cerea matching blue satin hat and car- mony a reception was held in the
ried a small muff overlayed with fellowship room of the church. Afwhite carnations.
ter a short wedding trip Mr. and
Mrs. Drake graduated from Mrs. Drake will make their home
Woodward High School, Cincinnati, in Dayton, Ohio.
Ohio and received a BS degree in
Mrs. Drake is the granddaughter
Elementary Education from Eastern Kentucky State College. She of the late Mr. and Mrs. R. B.
has been employed as a teacher Beadles, former Fulton residents,
in the A. M. Yealey Elementary and of Mr. S. N. Valentine and the
School, Florence, Kentucky the late Mrs. Valentine, also of Fulton.

Mrs. Opal Webb, Route 1, Crutchfield, Ky., underwent hip surgery
Thursday, Feb. 1, at Mayo's Clinic
(continued from Page Ono
in Rochester, Minn.
Ky.
Fulton,
Mrs. Linda Nanney,
Mrs. Webb, who is a patient in
Mrs. Martha Lacewell, South Ful- Room 504, Rochester Methodist
ton, Mrs. Millie Cook, Fulton, Ky. Hospital, withstood the operation
Mrs. Sue Hurt, South Fulton, Glen well. She expects to be a patient
Seiler, South Fulton, Mr. Bill Ben- there about six weeks, She will
nett, Fulton, Ky. Mrs. Larry Gur- then go by ambulance to 10927
ley, South Fulton, Mr. Larry Seay, Tracy Ave., Kansas City, Mo.,
Fulton, Mr. Elvis Bugg, Clinton, 84131, where she will convalesce
Mr. Gardiner Whitlock, South Ful- from four to six months at the
ton, Mr. Earl Holloway, Fulton, home of her son-in-law and daugh
Mr. Charles Hickerson, Hickman, ter, Mr. and Mrs. Glen E. Davis,
Mr. Gerald Powell, Fulton, Tom- Mrs. Davis is the former Constance
my Pruitt, Fulton, Steve Green, Webb,
South Fulton, Mr. Darrell Crass,
Mrs. Davis, who is with Mrs.
Fulton, Mr. Billy Moss, South Ful- Webb in Minnesota, is at the ZurnWinStephens,
Scotty
ton, and Mr.
bro Hotel in Rochester.
go, Ky.

In Operation 64 Years

Due to the recent addition c
eight new counties to the Fedora
State food stamp program in Ker
lucky 25 social workers are neede
immediately to help with the ac•
ministration of the program.

Garber Orchestra
Coining To Martin

DALE CARNEGIE-

Greenfield Monument Works

W. D. Powers
Fatal
Phalli 4721951

Scouts Send
Invitations To
Annual Banquet

ri
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SRI Taylor

Mr. Martin will assist the Fulton County Soil Conservation District.
He received a B. S. Degree in
Agriculture from Western KenCollege, Bowling
tucky State
Green, Kentucky in 1953.

It may be a rnan's world but the
odds are that it's in his wife's
name -

Letha Exam Finalist
For Ky. Junior Miss
Lovely Letha Exum, Fulton's
entrant in the Miss Junior Miss
Contest in Louisville last week
was among the ten finalists in the
state-wide competition. She represented the local Jaycees.
The talented young lady is the
daughter of Mr, and Mrs. Milton
Exum and accomplished pianist.
Accompanying Miss Exum, a
Fulton High aenitir and majorette
was Mrs. T. E.
in the school
Wilson, who served as consultant,
and Lindell Greer of the Jaycees.
Her parents, and her aunt, Mrs.
Harry Plott of Centralia, also attended the pageant and were
houseguests of Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Hahn in Bardstown. Mrs. Hahn and
Mrs. Exum were schoolmates at
Asbury College.

GO TO

SUNDAY

FOR SALE
43 acres, two miles north of Fulton on black-top
road. Good modern home in beautiful setting of
trees. Good outbuildings. Will consider trade.
Price $20,000.

WICK SMITH, Broker
Phone 472-1292

Fulton, Kentucky

SALE
Gifts --China
HALF PRICE and LESS
.50

For

Tables of Items 'For

and
$1.00

Discontinued China Patterns Cut To Rock
Bottom-Enough Of Some To Make Sets.
Come-See
ALL SALES FINAL

A. Huddleston Co.
TO THE TAX PAYERS
OF FULTON COUNTY
A bill, introduced by Senator Tom Garrett of
Paducah, would create the 50th Judicial District
with Graves County being the sole county involved.
Graves now is a part of the First Judicial District
which also includes Ballard. Carlisle, Fulton and
Hickman Counties. This bill would create a new
judgeship. I would like the people of this county
letting me know if they are for or against this bill
creating a new judgeship.

46.

If Interested in this bill I would like you to
contact me by letter, address: House of Representatives, Seat 89, Frankfort. Ky., or Hickman. Ky.,
Route No. 4j or by phone- my home phone number is Hickman 236-3201. I assure you this will be
confidential.
REPRESENTATIVE

HENRY MADDOX
HICKMAN, KY.

J
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OBION COUNTY
Joe Martin, County Agent
Union City, Tenn.
SILAGE FAIR AND SCHOOL •
Our Annual Silage School and
Fair
was
Wednesday
afterloon, 1:30 p. m., February 16, at
he Farm Bureau Hall in Union
:fly. The Silage Meeting was
;ponsored by the Obion County
Dairy Association and Livestock
kssociation.

• PIERCE STATION
By Mrs Moles Iagre
Mr. and Mrs. Mancil Roach's
Sunday visitors were Mr. and Mrs.
Ceylon Ferguson and boys from
Memphis, Mrs. Wanda Huffstetter
ot Dyersburg. Mr. and Mrs. Dicy
Willie of Union City, Mr. and Mrs.
Virgil Covington and Mr. and Mrs.
Milton Counce of Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Adams, of
Martin, spent last Friday with Mr.
Adams' sister, Mrs. C. E. Lowe.
Mrs. Wallace Cunningham and
children, and Mrs. Kenny Roberts
and children, of Paducah, spent
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Bud
Stem. Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
Adams of Martin were afternoon
guests.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Clark have
moved into the house recently vacated by Mr. and Mrs. Frankie
Ferguson. We extend a welcome to
them.
sirs. Larry Hicks spent the week
end with her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Almus Polsgrove. Two of her
friends came home with her.

VOOMN

-

I TIPS,
)1
From you! KENTUCKY PLANT FOOD COUNCIL

WHAT DO YOU
REALLY SELL?
by George D. Cord,ar
Aeronomy Dept., U"/r. of Kentucky

worth of nutrients. In five tons
of alfalfa hay, you sell about
14800 worth of nutrients. If
you feed these to livesuack and
save the manure, you sell only
slightly less than these amounts.
Feed the Roll First
The success of • crops enterprise is dependent upon • fertile,
productive soil. The success of a
livestock enterprise is dependent
upon economical crop production.
Tbs returns to labor and OlVeStnneat$ in pesticides, land,
cvm1
,
meat and buildings are dependant upon economical crop and
livenock production.
The soil, then, is the first basic
resource in agriculture. The wise
use of it and the efficient use of
limestone •nd fertilizer is • must
ari successful fanning.
Low COST — High Return
Plant nutrients today cost
about the same as 20 years ago
while other costs of production
have more than doubled. Thus
an investasent in limestone and
fertilizer, if needed, should have

two Plig
7•ISEMIS

Senator John Sherman Cooper of
I.andowners of Fulton County,
Kentucky has introduced a resoluwere advised today it is now time
tion to encourage "special recognito order tree seedlings!
tion of the traditional values we
Seedlings available are: Lob- cherish" by designating February
as American History Month.
lolly Pine, Shuroeaf Pine, White
Senator Cooper told the Senate
Black Locust, Yellow Poplar,
White Oak, Black Locust, White "I think It would be a good thing to
designate a month when we might
Ash.
recall the lessons and problems of
The trees cost f8.00 per thous- the past, and seek guidance in the
continuity of history for the proband with the minimum order belems of our own time and the chaling 500.
lenge of the future."

WIsli AM PRYOR
Sollmherel Arposi. —_rd Beare&

There are many factors today
that farmers and seasoned sheep
growers say will create problems
in sheep production. Probably the
CHEMICAL WEED CONTROL
most important one is internal
MEETING
parasites, followed by foot rot. It
Dr. Pete Gossett, Weed Control
goes without saying that new sheep
3pecialist from the University of
growers should be very careful in
rennessee Extension Service, will
In selling II.selecting their breeding stock and
gri
with us next Monday night at
then not turn them on to the pasmains •
)
.he Farm School at Obion County
ccccccc
ture until they have been drenched,
fernier pt•nt
:entral High-School to lead the disthen check for foot rot.
nutrients.
751-71(
2ussion on Chemical Weed Control.
In keeping the flock free of paralaemical Weed Control is being
sites, it is also important to follow
nore widely used in row crops in
the directions of the County Agri3bion County each year and this
cultural Extension Agent in the
,art of the farming operation a
drench program or the local veter.
armer must know exactly what he
nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium
inarian. Remember
once your
other
and
elements.
doing
s
if he expects to be suepastures are infested with worm
Thus you are selling plant
'essful. New Chemical Weed Con
eggs,
you
will
have
to
drench
with
nutrients
every time you sell
rot materials are being developed
the medication every 2 weeks in
crops or livestock. In 100 bushels
!itch year and a large number of
order
of
to
corn,
cut
the
life
you
seU
cycle
abort
of the
$20.00
oral farmers should make a spec•CAYCE NEWS
parasite. There are several very
al effort to attend the meeting
By Miss Clark. Bendarang
effective drench preparations on
Pt.AIST NUTRIENTS IN
donday night.
the market, so I will not discuss
HARVESTED CAMPS
Crop a Amt.
Mrs. Ethel Oliver, of Memphis, is
Pounds of
their different merits here.
Hammon
N
SOYBEAN ASSOCIATION
P
It
visiting Mrs. Edna Alexander and
I have already mentioned cost
CORN SILAGE
Mrs. Chester Wade and Andy.
in an earlier article, however the
30 tm
Soybean producers in Tennessee
200
AO 245
WHEAT
latest information on Northwestern
ire in the process of forming a
Bobby Tibbs, of Memphis, spent
60 no run IL straw 125
50 110
ewes are about $24.00 dollars each
no's
ioybean Association which will af- the week end with his parents. Mr.
r
Ors. 100
40 120
in the west. That would make them
2500 Os of Immo and Nemes
iliate with the National Soybean and Mrs. Earl Tibbs.
PASTURE
Mello owlets 115 Min *I
cost about $25.50 to $26 00 by the
tons Omer rasa 155
1ssociation. Recently 12 Obion
. 60 175
Larry Gardner, a student of
25 lbs. phambenala
ALFALFA
time we received them. Spring
potash.
'county Soybean producers met in Murray State College, spent the
6 tom hay
315. 70 270
TOMAT OE S
lambs sold at Hopkinsville and
Tiyersburg to express their inter- week end with his parents, Mr.
high priority in agriculture. The
30 tom
250
50 440
Evansville for about 123.50 to
st in such an association. Mr. and Mrs. John E. Croce.
return to your labor and other
•Lsg u mrs Of nitrogen from Um sir
$2.5.00 this year at the peak of the
tack Hudgens- and Mr. T. W. Jones
N—satrogon
Maurice Can' Boridurant, a stuinvestments we all dependent
P—Hiennenn
market.
'epresented Obion County in the dent of Murray State College,
upon the efficient use of these.
IS mining fenilina min owl be
We cannot expect to have all
emporary organization with three spent the week end with his-parwed tam tes Own amine lit Wine
lambs weighing 100 pounds and reiermanent directors from Obion ents, Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Bonis... itt denewb an int Mosel
hanadiately. 1st tun non& In N.
ceive top price at the same time,
',minty to be elected in the near durant, and attended the funeral
sisll I. ni• le Nam maps
but we do think that when the top
.uture.
of Mrs. Kathryn Kearby.
spring market price will pay for
Freddie Gadberry is a patient
:ARM DATES TO REMEMBER:
the replacement ewe, this is a very
in the Fulton Hospital. We wish
desirable situation for the sheepFebruary 21 - Chemical Weed him a speedy recovery.
men.
The many friends and relatives
control Meeting - Obion Central
Now as to financing the new
were saddened to hear of the death
ugh School.
flock.
There are many lending
February n - Annual Meeting - of Mrs. Kathryn Kearby, a nurse
agencies in the area that will make
in
the
Fulton
Hospital
for
many
Feeder Calf Association - Reelloans
on
the flock and let the
years. She had been ill for a long
Soot Lake.
sheep stand good for the loan. SevFebruary 23 • Orchard Meeting - time, but never failed to help
eral
bankers have expressed to me
LIMESTONE FOR TOBACCO. amounts of limestone
Luther Kendall's Orchard - Shaw' someone else who was sick. She
and other their desire for
more sheep loans.
was born and reared near Cayce
minerals have been dissolved by
awn.
Th local Production Credit Associaand loved by everyone. She will be "Right today and wrong tomor- acid forming fertilizers and
leach- tions will follow you
row." - that's the story of farming.
February 23 - Farm School - greatly missed
around if they
by her friends and
ed from the soil.
)bion Central High School.
think you are a prospect for the
loved ones. She was laid to rest There is no better case to illustrate
Acid soils may have several bad sheep enterprise, and other private
Sunday afternoon in Cayce Ceme- the changes in farm practices than
tery, near her mother and father to cite the use of limestone for to- effects on crop production. In the agencies are equally interested in
Remember Our Boys In Viet Nam and her sister, Ruth. We extend bacco. Twenty years ago the lim- case of tobacco a strongly acid soil sheep loans. I have mentioned being of land just previous to a to- ties-up other plant nutrients and fore that sheep are the only
sympathy to her loved ones.
bye.
The Birthday Club met Wednes- bacco crop was frowned upon, un- causes serious nutritional troubles. stock enterprise that will pay for
less the soil was extremely acid. The deficiencies are much more I the original cost the first year.
day with Mrs. Lurline Cruce. A
nice pot-luck lunch was served, af- Today we find that the lack of lime pronounced in wet seasons than in! If you are interested in getting
ter which Mrs. Cruce opened her on tobacco land is one of the most dry ones. Tobacco and soil experts I into the business in a year from
many nice birthday gifts. Those serious threats to high quality to- say that the failure to use lime- now, ewe lambs can be purchased
24117 C,ornmereisJ
Plume NI present
bacco.
stone where needed is seriously af- for about 19 cents to 20 cents per
were: Mesdames Mary
fecting both the yield and quality pound and most Of them weigh'
is not to say the old recom- feeling
• Ar,
Lilaid Linoleum', Croce, Roy Cruce, flood Campbell, mendations
were wrong. Under the of tobacco on many Kentucky about 80 to 85 pounds in the west
Virginia Jones, Clem Atwill, Hu—Vinyl and Tile.
bert Wilkins, Emma Brown, Virgil conditions of those days they were farms. Although this discussion re- now.
This gives you a lamb for about
—Dawns Carpet).
Bondurant, Mack Scearce, Irby right and it was not uncommon in fers mainly to tobacco there is no
—Upholstering, Modern A
Hammonds, Pauline Owens, Clint the 1920's and 30's to see severe doubt that soil acidity is reducing $16.00 dollars in the west and
the
yields
and
profits
should
practically
damage
of
be brought in for $1.75 with
to
tobacco from overlimAntique
Workman, Bob
Adams, Effie
Roper, Bertie Copeland. Lucille ing. Proof of this was established all crops in the state. The full ad- a total cost of $17.75. This is getting
vantage
of
into
fertilization
high
the
at
of
the
sheep business the very
corn
Campbellsville Soils ExperiDeMyer, Robert Fuleher. A. L.
and other crops cannot be obtained cheapest way, and many are doing
JAMES HAZZLWOOD Cox, Turner Pursell and Miss Clar- ment Field in 1923 and verified by on
acid
soils.
just
that. In doing this your lamb
many practical farmers throughice Bondurant.
Out the years. But those were in
Fortunately lime deficiency is crop will come off year after next
or in 1967.
the days when farmers used very easy to detect and
correct. Any
There will be a few that would
little fertilizers and practically no soil test made by county
agents or
breed this year but it would not be
straight nitrogen. It was during fertilizer companies shows
the advisable
World War II that ammonium ni. "PH" of the sample
to split the flock and let
and this will
some lamb late next spring. These
Irate first became available to
indicate whether
not the will lambs will grow out and
agriculture in large quantities and needs lime and. If or
be ready
so, the amount
to breed in July and August giving
since that time farmers have liter- required for high
crop yields
you a December or January lamb
ally "poured on" high nitrogen
NEW LIMESTONE STANDARDS. and in plenty of time to get them
fertilizers for tobacco, corn and
grown out for the top price.
small grains. Not only have more
For many years Kentucky farmers
minerals been used and removed
by big crop yields but tremendous have complained about the coarseness of the limestone sold in the
state. Last summer the Kentucky
FOUNDED 20 YEARS AGO
Board of Agriculture. acting upon
When CARE was founded 20 recommendations of Commissioner
years ago, its aid went solely to Wendell Butler. prescribed new
specifications for the fineness of
war victims in Europe. Only 3 ground limestone
so that the qualiEuropean countries still get help. ty of the material sold in Kentucky
Today, CARE
concentrates on will be as good as that sold In
bringing food, self-help and medical bordering states. The new standards went into effect on January
aid to the people in developing na- 1,
1966 but 90 days grace was given
tions of Latin America, Africa and the quarries to meet the specifics(Don't know their number?
The front pages of your telephone book
t
Asia. Dollars sent to CARE, 1720 fions.
Thisf change will atssurd
Aoenna1 Installed
will tell you how to find it)
e
lmdetrds ino ana anttatte
ernt pson ubcu ticv
West End Ave., Nashville, Tennesng
will
see 37203, will help.
program.
Crops have food or feed value
because of the nutrients they get
from the soil. The carbohydrates, fats, proteins and vitamins
they manufacture in the :eaves,
stems and fruits can be produced
only when the plants are abundantly supplied with calcium,

Tree Seedlings Cooper Seeks
Now Available Observance Of
For Landowners Heritage Month

The trees can be ordered from
Georg,. larrington. County Ranger
for Fulton County, or the County
Agent, Soil Conservation Service,
or the A. S. C. S. Office. Costsharing is available at the rate of
$16.00 per 1000 trees (1000 trees
plant• 1 acre) Since the trees cost
At00 per thousand, this allows
0.00 toward the cost of setting
them.
Contract tree planters and mechanical tree planters are available
for those who are Interested. Technical advice by a Service Forester
is also available for tree species
and planting site selection. A
service forester can be reached
by
the County Ranger or by contacting
the Kentucky Division of Forestry,
at 313 So 7th Street, Mayfield,
Kentucky 'Trees can also be
ordered from the above address

Lee's GM An Industry

The senior Senator from Kentucky said "we live in an age when
many events which touch the lives
of all of us may be illuminated by
an understanding of history. I
would hope that the designation of
February as American History
Month would encourage, at least
in a small way, this development.
It would provide an opportunity to
attract the attention of school
ch)ldren, and all of us, to what can
always be a fascinating and rewarding study."
Senator Cooper pointed out that
February is the birth month of
both George Washington anti Abra•
ham Lincoln.
"February is a time for special
recognition of the traditional values
we cherish. • time to remember
our great leaders as well as the
common people who broke new
ground," Senator Cooper said. "It
can be a time of rededication to
the legacy of noble character,
hard work and practical wisdom
they gave us."

WANTED:
Cashier for local store. Experience preferred. but

FARM NEWS

not necessary. Give references. please. Write
"Cashier",(7 The News, Box 307, Fulton. Ky.

S. P. MOORE & CO.

Get carried away.
In .seconds.
With one finger.
To someone who lives miles
and miles away.
Someone you'd like
to talk to.
Dial Long Distance direct. Now.
foul' get low station-to-station rates.
Even lower when you call
after 8 PM (al.) & all day Sunday.

TV

Is Your Farm In Need Of Additional
Capital To Increase Net Farm Income?
One of the fastest moving trends in agriculture
is the use of capital to increase volume of business
per farm.
A recent study made by farm management
specialists for the University of Kentucky of a
pilot farm in this area showed that additional capital could increase annual net farm income by 20
percent of the additional capital invested. If your
farm is lacking this capital-you may be lacking in
net farm income.
This capital may be obtained through a short
or Intermediate, term loan from the Jackson
Purchase PCA.

SERVICE
REPAIRS

JOHN P. WILSON
Field Office Manager, Hickman, Kentucky

PCA LOANS
Dependable Credit
for Farmers and Stockmen

ROPER

TELEVISION
308 Main Phone 472-3843

THE gADIOACTIVITYCIF FALLOUT DECAMP.ES RATNER RAPIMY AT FIRST-MORE SLOWLY
AS TIME PASSES. MEASUREMENTS OF THE
LEVEL OF RADIATION OSTERMINE
WHEN A GIVEN AREA WV Be SAFE
FOR A SHORT PERIOD OF EXPOSURE.
EACH DAY THESE SAFE PERIODOS
LONGER.UNTIL AT LAST Tee
R
OF EXPOSURE MS PASSED

•
40* 30 Years of SorvIco
to

AgrIcultur•

•

TRY THE GO& BOURBON

SE=SE

(Green label)

6

Years Old
90 PROOF

Southern Bell
MORE FACTS? COMPAT YOUR MAI.ova. mum • —

$1,000,000 Can't Buy a Better Bottle of
Bourbon/
maws,AND MOTTLED Mr HEAVEN HILL DISTILLERIES, INC BARDSTOWN. NELSON, COUNTY,

KerfrUCtot
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Peace - Time Veterans Making Use
Of Special Terms For FHA Housing
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Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Lassiter and
son, Richard Allen, left Wednesday
for Akron, Ohio, and are guests of
his brother. David Lassiter, and
Peace-time veterans are taking buying activity among veterans is
A parody on secret agent movies
family. If employment is secured,
advantage of the special terms for under the $15,000 class.
they plan to remain there this will be presented in "Campus
under the provisions of
veterans
I.ights," annual musical production
yeas,
The program is set up for qualithe 1965 Housing Act. A substantial
at Murray State College, Feb.
of
portion
applications for home fied veterans who have not prey.
Joseph, young son of Mr. and 17.19.
iously received a direct or guaran
being
by
loans
Kenprocessed
the
Mrs. Harvey Donaho, sustained an
The show has been done for 30
tucky office of the FHA are for teed loan under the laws adminiseye injury the past week in a bas- years at Murray by Sigma Alpha
peace-time veterans, says Ray- tered by the Veterans Administra
ketball game. He was taken to lots and Phi Mu Alpha, music
mond G. Fleming, FHA's Director lion. Interested veterans should
Jones Clinic, later transferred to fraternities. Writers, directors, acfor
Kentucky. In some areas of contact a mortgage company or
Memphis for treatment and ob- tors, and musicians are all stuthe state almost all of the homes bank in their community or write
servation. We hope for the young dents. John Darnall, Murray, is
sold are being sold to peace- to the Louisville office of either the
being
student of Palmersville Hi a speedy director of the show. Larry Ruetime veterans, according to FHA's FHA or the VA.
recovery with no complications ger, EVansville, Ind., is choral direcords. In some cases the vetarising.
rector, and Jill Burkel, Louisville,
Veterans must establish their
eran has no cash at all but meets
is choreographer.
eligibility by forwarding VA Form
Grant Bynum is under the care
his $200 equity requirement by per26-8261a,
Request for Certificate 01
Principal players are Gary Bell,
of Dr. Nelson. He has been laid up
forming some of the work.
Veteran Status, to the Veterans
with some attacks of arthritis dur- Paducah; Suzane Carleton, sophospecial
for
The
terms
veterans Administration, 1405 West Broad,
ing the entire winter and can hard- more, West Palm Beach, Fla.;
are available to anyone who has way, Louisville, Ky. The VA will
ly get around and has to remain a- Chris Carter, Louisville; and Karen
served on active duty 90 days or return Form 26-8261, Certificate
the
for
Soloists
Ill.
Herrin,
Bryant,
bed a portion of the time. We hope
more and has a discharge other of Veteran Status, to the veteran.
he will quickly respond to his show are Anna Long, Owensboro,
than dishonorable from one of the Form 26-8261 must accompany tat
INFORMATION FOR TRAVELERS—This is the architect's sketch of a new information
Bill Criswell, Brunswick, N. J.,
medication.
The
Information.
services. This not only in- application to the FHA-approved
Public
armed
of
Department
State
the
and Dan Holt, Paducah.
center to be built at Prestonsburg for
cludes those persons who have been lender. Forms 26-8261a may be oh
That
Rev. and Mrs. Dallas Hemphill,
building will be at the intersection of the Mountain Parkway extension and U.S. ZS.
The "Murray Men", a quartet
from the regular Army, tained from local banks, this news
discharged
of Union City, were Sunday vial- which has become a tradition of
begin
Finance Department said bids will be opened in mid-February and construction will
Navy, Air Force or Marine Corps; paper, or from the FHA, 301D
tors in the home of their brother, the show, is composed of Tom
months.
six
about
take
but it also includes Army or Air Madrid Building, 3rd & Guthrie,
about the last of that month. Construction of the center will
Grover True, and Mrs. True.
Scott, Mitch Rowland, and Jim
National Guardsmen who have Louisville, Ay.
all of Madisonville, and
served six months; active duty
News reached us of the sudden Holmes,
Rueger.
training and Reservists from any
his
at
home
death of Albert Gargus
All seats for "Campus Lights"
of the services who have served
early Saturday morning in the Lone
reserved at $1.50 each. Mail
are
six months' active duty training.
Oak school section. Mr. Gargus Is
orders should be addressed to
survived by his companion, a dauThe 1965 National Housing Act
Richard Farrell, Fine Arts Buildghter, Mrs. Hoyt Cantrell, and a
February 14, 1966
provides that a veteran may be
son, Doris Gargus. Funeral ser- ing,
507 Oliver Drive
able to obtain a loan of up to $15,vices will be held at Jackson FunSouth Fulton, Tem.
003 with only $200 down payment.
eral Home in Dukedom, with burial
If he wants a larger loan he must
Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
in the Oak Grove Cemetery. Sympay 10 percent of the next $5,000
pathy is extended.
for
much
and 15 percent of the balance over
Thank you so very
$20,000. However, the big home
your nice support in publishing the
I have just recently observed anarticle about the South Fulton
other birthday. On my special day
Thomas Lynn Williamson of Ful- Methodist Church being organized.
inspection, the owner would have
I visited with my brother, Buton
FRANKFORT- - up to five days to have it repaired
Lassiter, and wife. I did receive ton County will be among the stuWe were very proud to have
in
law
inspection
of
University
vehicle
motor
the
for
A
hosts
dent
at a garage of his choice.
lovely cards from children, grand.
seventy-one present for the Sunday
children, great grandchildren, bro. Kentucky Founders' Day Ball on morning service and interest seems force in Kentucky during 1965
Just a week or so ago, I was
saved 177 of the 912 pleased to note that Colver It.
Saturday, Feb. 19.
there and my sister and family.
to increase each Sunday. I do not might have
Thirty-two students were selected see how this effort can fall this persons who lost their lives in traf- Briggs, safety director of the Ford
A letter came from my niece, as hosts by the Student Centennial time with the continued interest fic accidents throughout the state. Motor Company, voiced strong supMrs. K. V. Meadows, and lit Sgt. Committee on the basis of their shown. A communion service has
I base this possibility on statis- port of our proposed vehicle-inspecMeadows, who are located in leadership and scholastic achieve- been donated and the altar is a- tics which show that the average tion legislation in an address in
Thailand with the armed forces. ments on the University campus. dorned with a beautiful bouquet of mileage death rate in states with Lexington to the Kenutcky FederaSon of Mr. and Mtg. T. R. Wil- flowers each Sunday and they are motor vehicle inspection laws is tion of Women's Clubs.
The Meadows family hopes to be
back to the states by November, liamson, Route 4, Fulton, William- also donated. A very nice building 19.5 per cent less than those withBriggs said that passage of the
ending their tour of duty then. son was graduated from Fulton fund has also been started by out them.
bill can only help reduce the toll in
They have a daughter, Kendra, City High School and is now a jun- those interested enough to have
Already, 20 states and the Dis- human suffering attributed to highwho is two and a half years old. ior in the School of Architecture. become pledged charter members trict of Columbia have passed laws way accidents. He urged that
Sgt Meadows serves with the He serves as president of his fra- when the church is officially organ- requiring periodic inspection of voices be raised loud and strong in
Radio Research unit and their ternity, Lambda Chi Alpha.
automobiles. and I am urging Ken- support of the measure to let the
ized.
Lester Lenin and his orchestra
purpose is to keep the communist
The only thing that I failed to tucky's 1966 General Assembly to state senators and representatives
terrorists out of that section. Mrs. will play for the dance in the ballsimilar legislation at its pres- know it is a "must" in our legislaenact
the
was
letter
other
stress in my
•sip it slow and easy
Meadows states that it is the most room of the 1.7K Student Center.
tive program.
fact that like everything else that ent regular session.
prominent and successful of the Other entertainment in locations
the traffic-death toll for
Besides
past,
• it's made by Hiram Walker
In their adoption recently of the
you have supported in the
feature
will
buildtng
the
throughout
Asian continent and their city is as
this organization is for the better- 1965, there were estimates for the State's $2 billion biennial budget,
•it's 86 proof
beautiful as any other large city. vocal and instrumental groups.
of the twin cities same period of more than 25,000 including $2.8 million more for the
service
and
ment
University's
It is their winter season and tem- Proceeds will go to the
that would like to have a church injury accidents and 60,000 acci- division of State Police, the sen• it's straight bourbon
peratures range in the high 80's scholarship fend.
dents of all types.
ators and representatives improved
home.
whiskey
to the low Wes. From June to SepEvery motor vehicle in Kentucky the prospects for greater traffic
enough
are
there
before
said
I
As
tember is their rainy season and at
in my judgement, should be re- safety.
people that do not already have a
that time Bangkok is over half
inannual
an
undergo
quired to
State Police have statewide
church home to support another
submerged by water.
spection.
jurisdiction, with a few exceptions,
church of the Methodist faith in
The recent wintery weather,
An official check, in accordance
J.
E.
Superintendent
the enforcement of the traffic
in
this area.
with the new law, should be made
snow, sleet and ice, did consider.
Diggs of the Paris District also of brakes, lights, turn signals, and criminal laws of the late. Maable damage around here. Subfeels this as he is giving us the steering, horn, windshield and jor emphasis is placed on traffic
Zero played havoc with the greens,
support and opportunity to make windows, exhaust system, wind- law enforcement.
shrubs, roses and such; however,
this effort to find enough members shield wipers and tires of every car
The increased appropriation will
I think it may have protected all
A show of members' work opened to make this organization official. or truck licensed to operate on be used to start a 10-year program
cover crops. Now, since the snow
April
on
services
the
hold
will
He
500 additional troopers, 50 durfor
Guild
Art
Paducah
the
at
Kentucky highways.
and ice have melted away, the Tuesday
10, 1966.
In my opinion, the most practical ing the 1966-67 year and 50 more
wheat and other vegetation are gallery in the Markethouse, and
help.
your
for
again
you
Thank
the 1967-68 year; to raise
during
way to conduct this inspection is
looking far better than I expected. will be on view throughout the
by private garages licensed and the starting salary of troopers from
It is good to pause and think that month. Media used include oils,
Sincerely
$415 a month, and to put
to
watercolor, gouache, polymer, pen
supervised by the Department of $376
spring is not too far sway.
and ink and lithography.
(airs) Jean Green
Public Safety, whose state police radio operators on a five-day week.
Skunks continue to over-run this
I kncw that states with good
division is charged with enforceThe following artists have work
locality and many farmers keep
ment of the motor vehicle and programs requiring periodic inbusy killing the pesky animals. in this exhibition: Newton Belt,
of automobiles, and with
spection
Commonwealth.
the
of
laws
traffic
William
Boaz,
Ann
Commonwealth of Kentucky
They roam and devour all food put Virginia Black,
There should be no limit to the a sufficient nutnber of state troopout for pets, cats, dogs and our Cline, Verna Coppinger, Lavelle
EDUCATION
that traffic laws are
see
to
ers
in
stations
OF
inspection
of
number
DEPARTMENT
birds. Well, I think there must be Crocker, Bob Evans, Grace Evans,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
ALSO AVAILABLE IN 100 PROOF, BOTTLED IN BOND
each of the state's counties and the obeyed, have succeeded in reducthousands of them. There are Enrico Faugno, George Force,
1966
the
9,
of accidents on
ing
February
frequency
cost of inspection should not be
HIRAM WALKER & SONS INC., PEORIA, ILLINOIS
numerous dens in barns, outbuild- Gill Caddie, Agnes Gough, Millie
than $2.50 per car to the own- their highways. Let's see to it that
more
McCary
Keeling,
John
Hayden,
ings and in the trunks of hollow
Mrs. Johanna M. Westpheling
car or truck failed to pass Kentucky gets in line.
the
If
er.
Marjorie
Metcalf,
Virginia
Donald,
writer.
trees, reported to your
FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Mowers, Polly Newman, Evelyn THE
Miss Sammie Jane Mathis was Paxton, Virginia Smith, Harry Fulton, Kentucky 42041
on the sick list last week, sufferStewart, Ellen Stone and Jerry Dear Jo:
ing from a chest cold or bronchial
Watson.
Thanks for sending the articles
ailment. She is, however, able to
The gallery is open 12-4 Tuesdays
which were published
attend classes in Cuba High School. through Saturdays, 1-5 on Sundays, on education
in THE NEWS on February 3. It
and is closed on Mondays. The pub- is an excellent treatise of the problic is invited and there is no ad- lem, and it is to your credit that
mission charge.
you have dedicated so much of
this issue to the problem of schools.
I wish to commend you on the
fine report you made on the Banana Festival at the last meeting
of the Committee on Alliance for
Progress.
Wishing you continued success, I
am sincerely

WALKER

2
cc

gement
of a
I capby 20
If your
king in

'FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
'FARM LOANS
208 MAIN STREIT
OFFICE PHONE 472-1351
FTJLTON, KENTUCKY

Your friend,
Harry M. Sparks
Superintendent of Public Instruction

The News takes pleasure in
wishing Happy Birthday to the fol.
lowing friends:

Ideal location In heart of Fulion business district.
Investment can be tailored to individuaL Company
paid training. Most equipment can be furnished.
Call W. T. Templeton, Clinton, 0L3-3121, or
Write W.R. Palmer, Box 606, Mayfield

1 21301 ESITen
Hil!h

February 18: Chas. T. Cannon,
Betty Pruitt, Mrs. Thomas Westpheling; February 19: Martha Bynum, Kenneth Watts; February
20: Bill Adams, Jack Graves, Mrs.
C. D. Parr; February 21: Thurman Allen, Kathresn Hardy, Jonathan E. Walker, Arden Wicker;
February 22: Tom Dame, Mrs.
Alma Jackson, Mrs. Mattie Rice,
Carl Rogers, Elsie westbrooks;
February 23: Bonita BUITOW, Milton Counce, Mrs. Harlan Cravens,
Joe Johnson, Nancy Jones; February 24: Lila Hastings, Sarah Sheffer.

The only thing that looks low-priced on a Pontiac Tempest is its price sticker.

practically everywhere. And Ilke all Pontlacs, Tempest
Take If off, and there's lust a pure, unabridged Pontiac:
also has a standard safety package with Itsms like seat
crisp, Wide-Track style and handling. A handsome
belts to buckle—front and rear.(That ought to do for now.
Interior. Plus the effervescent performance of a new,
We'll tell you the rest when you get here.)
overhead cam 6 engine that puts out with all.the spunk
of an 8, yet saves like the traditional 6. And of course,
being a Pontiac, Tempest allows you the luxury of choice—
with options in engines, transmissions, suspensions,
COME IN AND TAKE ON A TIGER AT YOUR PONTIAC DEALERS—A GOOD PLACE TO BUY USED CARS. TOO.

Wide-Track Pontiac

a

•

braries in Ecuador.
For a little over $100, 000 or
more new books in Spanish can be
purchased, They are selected to include reading material for both
children and adults.
"It has been estimated that there
is only one book for every 50 school
children
throughout Ecuador,"
ALLIANCE PARTNERS— Mrs. Dempsey said.
Another group reporting its will(Contl.nomi Prem Page one)
ingless to participate was the Interpie in Latin America who are striv- national Banana Festival,
ing to improve their way of life.
Mrs. Paul Westpheling, festival
A group representing Kentucky
business,- industry, education, pub- president, reported that the Balic health, agriculture and govern- nana Festival staged each year at
ment met in Oct. 1964 to organize Fulton, Ky., has been a success in
the Kentucky Partners of the Alb- promoting the "people-to-people"
ance. They formed a direct - as- program with Latin America.
sistance partnership with NorthThe festival at Fulton is built
west Ecuador.
around the city's coincidence of
The Kentucky Partners sent four interest with its Latin American
representatives- J. C. Zimmerman, neighbors. All bananas that arrive
state chairman; E. W. Kessler, in southern ports from Latin AmerKentucky Farm Bureau; William ica are sent to Fulton to be reLaveck, superintendent of the U.
S. Shoe Co., Flemingsburg; and
State Finance Commissioner Felix
Joyner, who is also vice-chairman
of the Kentucky Partners-to Ecuador to find out how to help them
improve their social and economic
conditions.
The group reported its findings
to KPAE last July and KPAE decided to work in a town project and with the Indians, help establish an industrial park, and aid
in the establishment of a community center.
The central government of Ecuador will provide some assistance
and KPAE will furnish equipment
and supplies rather than dollars.
Friday night Lee Roy Martin,
KPAE executive secretary, reported two major accomplishments of
the Partners.
Three 18 horse - power outboard
motors have been acquired by an
Indian tribe in Ecuador through
the program. The motors will be
used on boats to transport teachers out to the tribe to teach them
Spanish and to deliver food and
medical supplies to Indians.
The second involves the Democratic Women's Club of Kentucky
Participation in the book-and-library program.
Mrs. Rodney Dempsey, representing the Democratic Women's
Club of Kentucky, told the KPAE
that each of the club's 90 chapters
will raise money for "little libraries," which can serve as central
units for village or slum - area

Congress Asked To Repeal Law Making
Zommunist Identification Necessary
WASHINGTON — Congress will
ie asked to repeal a section of the
ledicare law that requires a non'ommunist affirmation by certain
Id persons before they can share
n the program's benefits, Robert
A. Ball, commissioner of he Soul' Security Administration, said
-esterday.
Legislation to accomplish this
nd was introduced on the first
lay of Congress in January by
wo New Yorkers, Sen. Jacob K.
'avits, a Republican, and Rep.
Villiam F. Ryan, a Democrat.
The administration will also ask
'ongress to strike the same restricion from a 1954 admendment to
he basic Social Security Act, Ball
aid.
The clause in question Is appliable only to about 10 per cent of
)ersons 65 and over who are othervise eligible for coverage under
he Medicare hospital and health
isurance programs. This is the
troup Who, for one reason or anther, has never been registered
•nder either the basic Serial Seurity -or Railroad Retirement sys.
Inns.

WE HAVE ITI
MARTIN-SENOUR

Since they are noncontributors to
the trust funds, any benefits going
to them would have to be paid out
of the general revenues of the
Treasury. In 1954, Congress wrote
into the Social Security Act a stipulation that anyone in this category,
in order to receive cash benefits,
would-have to swear that he was
not a member of any organization
required to register under the Internal Security Act of 1950, which
is aimed at Communist and Communist-front organizations.
The same provision was carried
over into the 1965 amendments under which Medicare was made a
part of the Social Security system.
When this came to light a couple
of months ago, it rtised protests
among liberal lawmakers. The
American Civil Liberties Union demanded that the clause be repealed.
John W. Gardner, secretary of
health, education and welfare,
under whose jurisdiction Social Security operations come, said in
January that he deplored the antiCommunist requirement, but that
as long as it remained in the law
he had no alternative but to enforce
it.
Ball said yesterday that his
agency is still obliged to request
the anti-Communist affirmation
"while the present restriction remains in the law." There is a
strong likelihood, however, that its
repeal will be promptly authorized
by Congress.

NOTEBOOK—
Ella, whose career we have
watched with great interest, is
equal to any kind of any assignment tossed her way, so, while
were happy about the whole thing,
we're not surprised.
Ken Morgan. a student at the
University of Illinois made us all
the more proud of him this week.
Ken made the Dean's list with a
fine 4.12, out of a total five average. He has been pledged to Delta
Chi Fraternity and is performing
as we would have expected him to
in that great, big school. He is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Morgan.

SOFT TINTS
Provincial Pink
Medici Blue
Old World Olive
Spanish Gold
Roman Red
Antique White

DEEP TONES
Heritage Green
Bronze Olive
Newport Blue
Wedgewood Shadow
Turkey Red
Green Gold

FULTON DEFEAT—
(Continued From Fags Ono)
Fulton suffered from foul trouble. Both Lloyd Bone and Henry
Armstrong sat out substantial parts
of the game with four fouls apiece.
Larry Duncan of Lowes led all
scorers with 22 points. Bone led
the Bulldogs with 15 points.
Lowes
6 25 52 66
Fulton
22 39 51 60
Lowes (66)—Wallace 9, Duncan
22, Hill 18, Chapman 3, Caldwell
to, Cantrell 4.
Fulton (60)—Armstrong 8, Gargus 6, Mike Ruddle 12, Pickard,
Bone 15, Tony Ruddle, Stephens 7,
Foster 12.
•

WOOD TONES
Pecan
Mahogany Tone
Driftwood
Spicewood
Walnut Tone
F ruihvood

EXCHANGE
Furniture Co.
207 Commercial Fulton

New Fire Truck
Bought For' Fulton
Fulton will get a new $21.700 fire !
truck late this summer or early
fall, the City Commission voted at
its meeting Monday.
The new truck, with 50% greater
pumping capacity than the present
pumper, will have all other modern
features as well. The new truck
will be added to the 1946 and 1951
trucks now in use, with the older
kept for standby use.
The Commission also voted to
make improvements to the city
water system.

You'll Say they're delicious!

BARBECUED BIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
Lake Street

Fulton. Ky.

Yellowstone
outsells your
Bourbon here
in Kentucky,
the home
of Bourbon.

•
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and Hasty Riddle, executive di- said Ecuador has agricultural
rector of the Kentucky Hospital As- wealth, but its resources need to be
sociation, reported that they are developed.
trying- to get hospitals to donate
Seemingly, the area of greatest
.1. K. Smith. general manager obsolete facilities and equipment impact in the partnership has been
of the Kentucky Rural Electric Co- to hospitals in Ecuador.
in human relations. J. C. ZimmerOp Corp. and a member of the
Other areas of aid the KPAE Is man, KPAE elate chairman, said
KPAE executive commtitee, re- considering are
transportation, that probably 100 to 150 Kentuckported Friday night on his trip to public finance and agriculture.
ians have traveled to Ecuador in
Ecuador to see what progress had
the last wto years.
been made in the field of electric
Finance
Commissioner
State
Doris Fooks, a Peace Corps reppower.
Felix Joyner, and Roger Buchanan
The donation of surplus power of the State Department of Finance resentative from the University of
who traveled to EcuaKentucky,
equipment to a city in Ecuador by reported they found on a recent
the K. R. E. C. C. has made possi- trip to Ecuador bookkeeping meth- dor with Project Hop told the
KPAE
that
she felt progress was
ble the construction of a generating ods are backwards and education. /
plant to serve electric power to al and assistance projects need to being made in the "people-to-people, program with Latin America.
be sizeable, but simple.
3,300 people, he said.
A problers in Ecuador the
Kentucky high
^Ilool students
'7u• •re comThe KPAE's
KPAE hopes to cope with is public mitteemen, E. W. Kessler of the are also helping KPAE. Some high
health. The organization's public
Kentucky Farm Bureau and Dr. schools in Louisville are planning
health committee chairmen, L. W.
True, director of health facilities Donald Cotter of the University of to raise money to buy school books
for the State Department of Health, Kentucky College of Agriculture,' for students in Ecuador.

COMMONWEALTH
OF
KENTUCKY
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
Sealed bids will be received by
the Department of Highways at its
office. Frankfort, Kentucky, until
10.00 A. M. Eastern Standard Time
on the 11th day of March, 1966, at
which time bids will be publicly
opened and read for the improve-.
ment of:
SP GROUP 1 (1966)
Fulton Co., SP 38-187
The Hickman-Fulton (Ky. 106)1
Road from Ky. 125, 4.0 miles southeast of Hickman to US 51, a distance of 13.270 miles. Bituminous
Concrete Surface Class I.
Fulton Co., SP 38-207
The Hickman-Unipn City (Ky.
125) Road from S. C. L. of Hick-,
man to the Tennessee State Line,'
a distance of 6.129 miles. Bituminous Concrete Surface Class I.
Bid and Specimen proposals for
all projects are available until 3:00
P. M. EASTERN STANDARD
TIME on the day preceding the bid
opening date at the Division of
Contract Controls at a cost of $2.06
each. Bid proposals are issued only
to prequalified contractors. Remitlance payable to the State Treasurer of Kentucky must accompany
request for proposals.
TV ANTENNAS: We Install —
Trade-repair and move. Get our
prices. We service all makes TV.
Phone 472-3643. Roper Television.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma
chine and electric floor polishe
and electric vacuum cleaner. Es
change Furniture Co.

SAVE! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
All types of Insurance
"Covering Ev•rything"

The Fulton Shopper goes swingin' up and down the streets of Fulton and
Clinton ...up and down the highways and byways of EVERY SINGLE MAIL
ROUTE IN THE ENTIRE FULTON TRADE AREA every week of the year,
singing a song of "best" buys in merchandise and services.
The Shopper is Fulton's SWINGIN' paper . . . live, newsy, well-printed
and delivered into the mailbox each week, right on schedule. Six-thousand, two
hundred mailboxes, to be exact, and that means it reaches twenty-five thousand
pairs of eyes.
Never before in the history of Fulton has there been a publication with such
wide weekly coverage available for advertisers.
Do Shopper advertisers like it? Ask any of them and they'll tell you that
ads in the Shopper keep business swingin' like never before. It is selling more
merchandise because it is reaching more people!

226 Commercial
Fulton, Ky.

Phone, 472-3503

WE RENT -

•

It's worth a
try,isn't it?

all over the United

In coopc,ttion with KPAE, officials of the Banana Festival
hope to provide recreational equipment for the children of Ecuador.

—CLAeSTFIED ADS

DEWEY JOHNSON

•

distributed
States.

90 PROOF

$49„ $P,?r,

Kentucky Straight Bourbon. 90 Proof Si 100 Proof Bottled-In-Bond,
Yellowstone Distillery Co., Louisville, Kentucky. '

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE TURN. CO.
Phone 472-1501 Fulton, Ky

Put your advertising in the Fulton Shopper and listen to your cash registers play a happy tune!
The FULTON SHOPPER Is published each week by THE NEWS
tell
209 Commercial, Fulton. Phone 472-1600 and let us come over and
you Its complete story.

ALWAYS
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New $4.8 Billion Tax Program Gains

by
Fulton -

— President
WASHINGTON
Johnson's 24.8 billion tax program won
approval of the House Ways and Means
Committee without major change yesterday and headed for a House vote in about
two weeks
If it goes through Congress intact,
Americans will soon be feeling its effects
in the withholding from their paychecks
(although the income tax itself is not
changed), their telephone bills and the
price of automobiles. Corporations will
be a bit tighter for cash as they have to
Pay taxes—also not increased—more
currently.
Most of the revenue gain the administration foresees from the measure in the
next two years comes from speedups in
collection taxes, but there are actual increases in tax rates on automobiles and

So. Fulton
Merchants
This Weekend

There are all KINDS of
bargain buys this weekend
in the stores of Fulton and
So. Fulton. Read through
all the ads in this issue for
news of how to save money
... and then come and shop
early for best selection.
Your dollar never had it so
good'

THE HAND Of

Welcome!

You Have A NationWide Reputation
Wherever You Go!
tha Tri.County Credit Bureau la
not an "Only Child." It Ms be.the. bar
II ever the United
= States, with which it inter..
= changes data. Consequently the
F. man who is known in Fulton
County for premise hilfillment
of financial obligations will find
himself preceded everywhere by
that reputation.

City Employes
Can Join Union
But Not Strike
— City
NASHVILLE
employes have the right to Mtn
a labor union tut can be represented only on a non-strike tiasia, according to an agreement
reached by leseindlle officials
and Local 15-T of the Building
flimsiest Employes International
Union.
Mayor Beverly Briley and
the Metro Civil Service Cornmiagion met with union reproeentsitIves thLs week ant spelled
cut terms of the agreement Ina
six-pag• statement.
The statement rys the union
recognizes .11 does not have
the right to strike against metropolitan government, or any
department or agency thereof."
However, the city said it would
withhold union dues from paycbecks, if requested to do soby
.
omPlaYea.
Matertle, the city boarded
eduosffon refused to recognize
the Communications Workers
Of Araerne as the bargalabg
agent tor the paled ilyetealea
and cafeteria
1,100 ignitors
workers.
was one&
board
school
The
several Indepeedent agencies
disagreement
with
exempt from
the Building Service Employes
yaws.

PronotlyI
E

or
I ri- County

Credit

ureau

Office In Union City
E

PHONE 479-2941

Winter

$4.22
__

Dresses

$9.22
$14.22

—Other Bargains—

CLARICE SHOP
300 Main St.

Cash

All Sates Final

ICEISirmr"AT".

GEORGE WASHINGTON

SPECIAL
—Friday Thru Tuesday—

12 Quart Plastic
Buckets

Nor - Pnl Crew Sox4110
8-13

(11111 s4P--aLr
:

48c

figs

Railroad Salvage

lioihtRe-Priced Re-Grouped
Benet Than Emu!

440

Navy Wants
Graves Man
Held As AWOL

00,

MAYFIELD Ky..
The Navy has asked a detainer
egainst Jack West, Benton
Road, who was fined $25 and
casts on a breach of the peace
charge here Friday, Police ChM!
Cletus Sullivan said.
Navy Recruiter John J. Rae
of Paducah said West is charged
with being absent without leave.
Sullivan said West rented a
car in Georgia and apparently
abandoned it in Canada. Canadian authorities have issued a
warrant for him, charging him
with passage of about SI,000 in
bad checks, said Sullivan.

at

L.

SPRING SONG — The ensemble look for spring 1968 will be
one of the latest etyles shown at the heart fund "Young In
Heart Brunch and Fashion Show" Thursday, February 17, at
the Biltmore. Mrs. Edgar Parker Is pictured in a slender
spring blue textured wool coat, featuring Ice blue lapels,
worn over a matching wool dress. New spring hair fashions
also will be shown, Tickets for the informal event are 51.25
and may be purchased from local rr.erchants Or at nu 'him
on Thursday morning.

Wounded Woman Listed
In 'Poor' Condition
Mrs. Dale Beardsley, 19, was listed in "poor" condition
today in °Mon County General Hospital after being wounded
In the abdomen at her home Wednesday night.
Her contition was listed Thursday as "critical" after
undergoing major surgery.
Mrs. Beardsley's husband, who has been charged with
felonicis assault with a deadan
e tat- .,ruc his wife,
Mr. Beardsley said.
ly weapon, has been quoted as
telling investigators the shootMr. Beardsley was taken being was accidental.
fore General Sessions Judge
Sheriff Bob McCowan said
Ebb
Gwaltney
Thursday
Mr. Beardsley claimed his
morning and was released after
place of business, a salvage
bail of $2,000 In cash was postyard next to his home on the
ed in his behalf.
Fulton highway, had been broken into several times and that
he got his gun, a 22 caliber
pistol, and went to investigate
Wednesday night when he heard
a noise. When he came back into the house, the gun went off

414

WONGICINS

RTHON

",

OJEWELRY
Values To $2.00
—ONLY-&
Real Bargains,
Girls!

DRES ES
PORTSWE

AU Reduced To
$4.22
$9.22
SHOE REPAIR
[
14.22
We pickup and deliver
ONE TABLE
PHONE 472-1513
or 472-1700

UNDERWEAR
Reduced!

_
Campbell's Shoe Repair
204 Main Street

•

brand bras and
girdles greatly reduced
LANNIIMPOINI14

swedas
retain their loveliness when
professionally drycleaned with our exclusive
Miracle Finish

i

Every sweater will regain its original
luxurious softness and again have that
"like-new" quality you love.
If you want your sweater to have that
"look of newness" again, you must try

things go

better 1

az-pa4eave

Coke

BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY Or THE COCA-COLA CORRAY

FULTON

THE

vellinednenetitleSMCWWWW3MMIS.

Brietol-Myers Co., the 011*
Chemical Corp.
Hathieson
and its Squibb Division; and the
Upjohn Co.
The Justice Dept. has had
outstanding since 1961 an antitrust indictment charging that
Pfizer, AmericanCyanamidand
to
Bristol-Myers conspired
keep prime of antibiotics unreasonably high on the domestic market. Upjohn amid Squibb
were named as co-conspirators
In that Indictment.

Having A

Hospitality calls for Colse

BAY SHOE STORE
220 LAKE STREET

abut all of us. It is high
Hale that we stop them "
Long, who is assistant Senate Democratic leader,said that
under this agreement drugs developed in part through government facilities which Mist 1.6
cents to make "until recently
sold to the American public at
51 cents a pill and now sell for
about 30 cents kpill."
Long said tbal-Palthaughlhe •
exietence of at tern one aspect
of this conspiracy has been
known to federal agencies since
at least 1958, the cartel continues to operate."
He listed the five firms as
Chas Pfizer di Co., Inc., American Cyanamid Co. and Its Lederle Laboratories Dtvision

:

Lake Si, - Fulton, Ky.

FLOOR SALE

More Wrong Numbers, Too
GENEVA
—The number of telephones in the world increased from 95
million to 182 million in the 1956-65
decade, the International Telecommunications Union reported.

— Sen. Russell B. Long has charged
WASHINGTON
that five major AMeTleAR drug manufacturers have engaged in
international conspiracy to fix
shameful"
"reprehensible
and
a
the prices of so-called wonder drugs.
said in a 11/2-hour
Democrat
Louisiana
the
1954,"
"Since
Senate Speech Thursday,"these conspirators have been victim -

UC Duplicate
Names Winners
Mrs. Paul mauling IlDd lars.
W. A. Mailing were the top
scorers Tuesday evening at the
Union City Duplicate Bridge
Club games held with four and
one-hall tables in play.
Second high went to Mrs.
Robert Clendentri of Martin and
tlinnk
yneriefinfletet Dresden
.1a. is Thornless Jr.
and Mrs. M. B. Sievers were in
third place.
Thursday afternoon seven
and one-half tables were In
play and the Mitchell game was
frrY•d.
North-South winners ware:
First, Mrs. Sievers and Mrs
Max Alffeld; second, Mrs.Robert Brandon Jr. cd Martin and
Mrs. Bill Prftchett of Dresden:
third, Mrs. Bert Cox and Mrs.
Cheroot&
East-West winners were:
First, Mrs. Tom Elam and Mrs.
Ed Kingsbury; second, Mrs.
Paul Nettling and Mrs. Walker
Tanner; third, Mrs.Gilson Latta and Mrs. J. R. Hogan in
Fulton,
Mrs. Latta directed thi
games.

10 per cent to cover such things as inter.
eat, state and local taxes, and charity.
Instead of the flat 14 per cent withholding for everyone, the new schedule
would range between 14 and 30 per cent,
depending upon income. Only 12 million
Americans now have enough withheld
from pay checks to cover their yearly tax
costs. Under the new schedule, 29 million
Americans would break even.

Price Fixing Of Drugs
Charged By Sen. Long

NASHVILLE
— Five
Tennessee convicts, who tour
the state telling young people
why crime does not pay, rye
been invited to present their
storied to the Kentucky legislature.
The program,known as"cworation Crime Prevention," has
been presented to more than
160,000 T•012018•1 teen-agers
in the past 10 menthe.
Both hairs of the Kentucky
legislature passed Invitation
resolutions after Rep. John
Hardin of Hopitharrille told
of hearing the group during
a visit to Temweses.
Gov. Edward T. Breathitt
at Kentucky extended the formal invitation to Gov. Frank
Clement.

PROMOTION
!SPECIALS!

Ta P•y

3 to 10 per cent immediately, and on
April 1, 1968, drop to 1 per cent and to
zero at the end of 1968.
Corporations, which under present law
are gradually bringing their tax payment
schedules to a current basis by 1970,
would have to speed up this process, completing it next year. They would have
to pay 12 per cent, instead of 9 per cent,
of their current tax liabilities in excess
of $100,000 in April and again in June
this year. Next year's quarterly payments would be 25 per cent
The change in withholding of income
tax on individuals would be more complex At present, withholding is based
on a flat 14 per cent of wage and salary
income after allowances for personal
exemptions and a standard deduction of

Five Tennessee
Touring Convicts
Invited To Ky.

George Washington
It Pays

a more realistic system of income tax
withholding.
It was estimated this would affect some
13 million taxpayers who have more tax
than necesary withheld and have to wait
for rehmds, and almost 4 million others
who now have to make extra payments
because not enough is withheld from
their pay. -On balance, the Treasury
would get more money furter for a
couple of years.
The day after enactment of the law,
if it is enacted, the automobile excise tax
would go back to 7 per cent. It dropped
Jan. 1 to 6 per cent. The 7 per cent rate
would continue until April 1, 1968. On
that date the rate would drop to 2 per
cent, then to 1 per cent Dec. 31, 1968.
The telephone tax would revert from

tia

FULTON COCA-COLA

BOTTLING

COMPANY

we

LAUNDRY AND CLEANERS. INC.
218 East State Line, Fulton, Ky.
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Fulton, Ky.

SHOPPER

Fulton county awarded
117,000 Title I grant

FEATURE

SPOTLIGHTING

TAYLOR
Chevrolet - Buick, Inc.
rink L.0116,

EIGHTEEN of the 20 people whose sole business aim is to keep Chevrolet and Buick
owners happy with good deals 3nd first-class service. Absent the day this picture
was taken were Sam Hibbs and Dwain Taylor.
Dan Taylor earner to Fulton on
the old-timers hereabouts still refer to as the -Bob White" building. October 1. 1956. He and his father,
Taslor Chevrolet-Buick is owned J. T. Taylor of Taylor Motors,
and operated by Dan Taylor and Murray. purchased the Earle and
his able brother Dwain. who came Taylor Chevrolet agency from John
to Fulton from Murray. from a Earle and Earl Taylor and refamily well known in automobile named it Taylor Chevrolet. Inc. At
circles there. The Taylors also that time the Chevrolet agency was
operate a used•ear lot further out operating on the lower end of take
en Fourth Street. where most of Creel, in a location that it has
their advertised used car speeials occupied since the infant days of
Chevrolet as an automobile. The
may he inspected at any time.
following spring, Dan and his
father who remained in Murray)
moved the Chevrolet agency to 110
4th Street, in a location now occupied by the bowling lanes.
In 1958 Taylor Chevrolet. Inc ;
purchased the Bob White Motor
Company-the Buick agency-from
Mr. Wlite and changed the firm
name to Taylor Chevrolet-Buick,
Inc. Shortly thereafter both agencies were consolidated in one show
room and shop at the old Bob
White Motor Company location on
Fourth Street.
In October 1963 Dwain Taylor
purchased the stock of J. T. Taylor
mined his brother, Dan, in the
The home of Taylor Chevrolet-Buick is located in this ard
operation of the firm as it is togiant building on Fourth Street in Fulton.
day.
A tribute to the good business
relations of the firm lies in the
fact that the present staff still in."
eludes four employees who were
originally with Earle and ray or
(City Motor Co ) lm hen the present
ownership purchased this agency
ten years ago. These include Helen
King. Gardner Whitlock. 0. L.
Bowden and Ellis Heathcott. Like.
wise, three long-time members of
the old Bob White Motor Company
staff are still with the present company. These include Sam Hibbs,
George Woods and Richard Peoples.
In October 1956-ten years agothere were seven employed for
selling and servicing Chevrolets;
today there approximately 20.
'We have tried very hard to continue the goed relations that were
so long practiced by our predecessors', Dan Taylor said in this
interview. -We have entered 100
.Dan (left) and Dwain Taylor look up for the photograph- percent into the community life
of
as good citizens, operater while working on another of their famous "Taylor. ing Fulton
a heads-up autcmobile agency.
made" automobile deals.
As a result. our business is tenLines as large as it was when we
began".
Dan and Dwain, both young and
hustlers, have earned themselves
a name as businessmen who will
give a long trade and a good deal
for a family seeking a new Buick
or Chevrolet, and that probably acCOUT.:S for the way their business
keeps grossing. They are right
proud of their slogan "The best
deals are Taylor-made" . .. and
that's why so many cars around
Fulton sport a banner in the back
window indicating "another Tat lc-matte deal". When you aie looking for a car, look at Chevrolet
and Buick first'
Stockholders in Taylor ChevroletBuick include Dan Taylor. PresiValues To $12.95, Reg. and Preteen Sizes
dent, Dwain Taybr, Viee-President. and Helen King, secretary.
Taylor employees now enjoy a
retirement plan which the 1:company
has set up, and which costs
Values up to $10.98 for
employees nothing. The Company
pass
a percentage of the em_ $1.22
Regular Slim -Ems
ployees salary into a retirement
To Size 14
fund, and at retirement ago a very
sizeable amount will be accumulates for the individual.
Boys T-SHIRTS
Two of the oldest automobile
agencies in Fulton-Chevrolet and
Buick-are today united in one firm
that provides first-class service
and trained, experienced workmanship on these two fine General
Motors Cars that have been popular with the Fulton area for generations.
That firm is Taylor ChevroletBuick, located on Fourth Street in
a spacious building that most of

Doctor
in the Kitchen
by CM. Bauer, M.O.
Consultant, National (Miry Council

LOW BLOOD SUGAR FROM MISSED MEALS
She was a lovely blonde with day are eaten; these are usually
big, trusting brown eyes and smaller meals than the three-a'
long golden curls She sat on my day customary in this country.
knee and believed every word The number matters leas than
I told her She was two years does the regularity.
The body requires • regular
old, and inclined to be a 'bit
supply of food in order to mainchubby.
Later, when she was In high tain the supply of nutrients avail.
school, she was still blonde and able to the Woes at an adequate
lovely, but she wasn't chubby level. This is true especially of
any more. She was, if anything, the blood sugar (sugar in the
• bit inclined to be thin. I asked blood) which is the immediate
her one day whet she had for source of energy. When the interval between the evening meal
breakfast that mornia..
"I didn't have any breakfast and the first meal the next day
is as long as 18 hours, as happens
this morning," she said.
"What did you have yesterday when breakfast is omitted. the
blood sugar may fall lower than
morning?"
"I didn't have any breakfast," it Assold.
she answered in • small voice_
Mild landia Shack
"When did you last have break• Low blood sugar creates latefast,"
inefficiency, drowsiness,
morning
"I can't remember." she whisfainting and proneness to accipered, giving me a reproachful
ineffective coordithrough
dent
glance from those lovely brown
nation. This is a mild form
eyes.
shock which hapinsulin
the
of
"All right," I said in desper.
pens to diabetics when they get
anon, "skip breakfast!"
or exercise,
insulin
much
too
"That's what I do," she said,
and too little food It was what
and skipped away with a giggle
to one of my secrehappened
before I could question her furtaries who responded to my bus.
ther about her dreadful eating
err signal by jumping from her
habits.
dealt and starting to enter my
A Bad Habit
office On the threshold, she
Girls, much more than boys, collapaed. In a faint She had
tend to go without breakfast, taken • ballet lesson the night
though boys are sometimes before after her supper, gotten
guilty, too Skipping breakfast up late and skipped breakfast,
is an easy habit to slip into, and and bad come to work with.
it is not a good one -- for that literalrf.ThUngry blood
A good breakfast should inmatter, for any member of the
clude fruit, eggs or bacon or
family
The number of meals • day both, enriched bread or rolls,
varies with custom and circum- milk, butter and jam or jelly.
And time
stance. In some countries to- and a beverage
day. five, six et seven meals a enough to eat without gobbling!
•

grant of
A
direct
$117,000 for the Economically and Educationally deprived children
of Fulton County has
been approved by the
State Department of Education and the following were employed on

Jan. 24 as teacher aides
Harriet Newton, Fran
Murphy, Evely
ces

Winnie Green
Smith,
Shirley Hickerson54.11
gie
Hodges, hirej
Bailey, Mary Gram
Roberta
Goad, gaik
abeth Hendrix, Mir
lotte Moses, Lindaiilc

Kinney, BarbaracMc
intee, Jeanette Dean
Cordia Flowers, Phyllis Metcalf.
Mrs. John Watts was
named lunch room supervisor; Miss Agnes

Gas Tap-On Fees
Set At S. Fulton
SOUTH FULTON, Tenn., I
-The South Fulton City Commission has established charges
for residential and conunercial
gas tap-con here.
A basic charge was set of
$20 for the first 70 feet of gas
line and 40 cents per foot for
each additional foot. This applies to one-inch line, with pros
portionate charges set for larger service lines.
The commission also approved
ordion the second reading an
nance requiring water rot-Oil
lines.
water
new
valves on

Sublette
Counselor;
Mrs. Doris Bondurant
cc
home
teacher (re-

placing Miss Sublette);
Mrs. Barbara Amberg
elementary school librarian; and David Howell match and science
at
teacher
Western
(replacing Mrs. Amberg),

DRESSES

$3.22 to $4.22

Preteen STRETCH SLIM JIMS

Boy's JEANS
$1.92

Values To
$3.98

TOTAL LOOK

$1.22

$1 22

Nylon Stretch, Reg. $5.00 NOW
White

Many

CREW SOX
22c _

CAR COATS
$1.22 and up

Washington's Values
Are Throu3hout
The House!

22c
BARGAIN
BOX

Resurfacing Of
Highway 80 In
Graves Announced
FRANKFORT. Ky. - Bids for
bituminous surfacing on the (Ky.
801 Road in Graves County will
be received by the Highway
Department on March II, Governor Ed-ward T. Breathitt and
Highway Commissioner lierry
Wand announced today.
The project will begin at the
Marshall County line and extend to the Ky. 131 jimetion,
a distance of 8.684 mites.

WI

FREE OFFER
MULTIVITAMINS.
pjohn

24 FREE

Gove
has ;
"Marc}
in K e r
several
plannec
this a
ance.

WHEN

ALL 25c ITEMS
at

IIALIAOS
22c t

YOU BUY 100
Unicap makes every meal • billenvie most as far as normal vitamin needs •re concerned. Buy
now at substantial savings.

ON
SALE
FOR

CITY DRUG CO.

During Washington Birthday Sale!
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Fulton, Ky.
cooperating groups
are to be commended
for initiating this
promotional program
for the egg industry.
* * * *
The annual Kentucky
National Polled Hereford Show and Sale is
scheduled for February 26 at the Kentucky
Fair and Exposition
Center. Preliminary

t

char aides
ton, Fran
r, Evely
nie DIreen
erson,itkn
Witt
•
y Grallts
ad, fah
ix, Gritz.
Linda Mc
rbara -Mcette Dean
ers, Phyl-

activities, including
a banquet, will be
held on February 25
at the Executive Inn,
Sponsored by the
Department of Agriculture in cooperation
with the Kentucky
Pollei, Hereford
Breeder. Association,
the s ho,.v will offer
$8, 000 in premiums
and awards. Entries

in the show and sale
include animals from
some of the top Polled
Hereford herds in the
Nation. Each animal
consigned to the sale
has met rigid breed
standards. Breeders
from throughout the
country have cited
this as or e of the top
breed activities of
the year.

Girl Objects
To'God'In
'America'
NEW YORK
— A New
York high school has decided
that students who object to
mention of Cod. in the fourth
stanza of "America" may remain silent when it is sung.
A I6-year-old girl had complained that the stanza is ac-

••••••••••4••••••

Page 3

tually a prayer and therefore
violates the U.S. Supreme Court
ban on prayers In public classrooms.
Acting Principal Gertrude
Waldeyer of Bayside High
School announced the decision
Friday after conferring with the
city school board.
"America" is sung at the
school each morning after the
pledge of allegience to the flag.
The fourth stanza reads:
"Our father's God, to thee, author of liberty.

••••••••••

Watt• was
room sups. Agnes
Counselor
Bondurant
char (reSublette)•
a Amberg
chool

'avid How.
id science

Western
Ts.
Arn-

AN INFANTRYMAN MOURNS for his dead comrades at a
memorial service conducted in a rice paddy for GIs of the 27th Regiment of the U.S. 25th Infantry Division. The service was at the
division's base at Cu Chi, 25 miles northwest of Saigon.

WHAT'S GOING ON
HERE

UNTRIMMED

COATS

by
Wendell P. Butler
Commissioner
Ky. Dept. of Agriculture
Frankfort

Governor Breathitt
ha s proclaimed
"March Egg Month"
in Kentucky, and
several activities are
planned as a part of
this annual observance. The Governor
signed the proclamation during the recent
"March Egg Month
Kick= Off Breakfast"
held in Frankfort.
A new project is
ein
IMuc
year b7ttiS
Poult r y Federation.
fr, This is a cooking
= contest for wives of
members of the Kentucky Young Farmers
The
Association
= event will be held in
c• onjunction with the
annual KYFA banquets
s• ponsored each year
Lt the Kentucky REC.
Seven district banZS:
•quets are planned.
F: At each one, wives
of the KYFA members, or YFA-Ettes
as they are called,
will be asked to enter
a prepared food item

r

in the contest. These
will be judged with a
first and second place
prize being given.
The two winners from
each of the seven districts will compete
in a state contest
which is to be held in
the latter part of
April. The top prize
for winning at the
district level is a
Dial 472-1851 Om NiN

weekend trip to a
State park for the
winner's family.
At the state level,
the firqt place winner
will receive $150 in
savings bonds, with
the second place
winner getting a $100
bond. A $50 bond
will be awarded the
third place winner,
with each of the other
contestants receiving
$44,,,b0WAs -4114e4ItiMei' sit'Sr° t h the
district and state
1 e v els will receive
participation awards.
The seven district
meetings are as
follows: reb. 21,
Northern, Cedarmore
Lodge, Shelby Co.;
Feb. 24, South Bluegrass, Brodhead High
School, Rockcastle
Co.; March 18, South
Central, Bowling
Gree n; March 22,
North Central, Elizabethtown; March 24,
North Bluegrass,
Woodford County High
School, Versailles;
March 25, West Kentucky and Purchase,
Lyon County High
School; and April 7,
Cumberland, Pulaski
County Elementary
School, Somerset.
I expect this to be
an outstanding and
exciting event, with
some very tasty
dishes being prepared
bv the YFA-Ettes.
Too, I think all the
HELD OVER
Thru Saturday
Adults
Children

__
.75

JAMES BOND DOES IT EVERYWHERE!

SOLD TO $50

$19
EVERYTHING
MUST SELL!
We Don't Want
To Move
A Garment!
a,

11•1••••41 Rev WIRED ARTISTS

Sunday - Monday and Tuesday

90"•••••• memo Rowel

133=71144t
KID

ALL SALES

CASH

$5.97

SLIM JIMS
Sold To $5.00

$2.47 up
FUR TRIMMED

SOLD TO $120

Watch For The Opening Soon Of
Our Lovely -New" Store

At 422

Lake St. A Fine Store To Better
Serve You!
•
•
•

Blouses
Cotton and Crepe
Sold to $8.99

$1.97 up

Assorted Lots Of
—Jackets
—Weskets
— Ski Jackets
—Swirls
— Quilted Robes
Reduced Up To

HELENCA
SHELLS

Car Coals

Many Colors
Values to $36.00
Values to $5.99

$9.00 up

Up•
•
•
Leather and Fabric •
•

Purses •
$1.47 •

Values to $8.88

•
•
•
•
•
Prices Slashed To Bits
•
On Fine Shoes For
•
This Once In A
•
Lifetime Event
•
• We Have 1500 Pair and We Want To Sell Every Pair. None Will Be Moved To Our New Store!!!!
•
•
•
•
•
$3.99 TO $14.99 VALUES
•
— Jolenes
—
•
• Jacquelines
— Paris Fashions
• — Connies
ALL SIZES
HURRY FOR
•
BEST
SELECTIONS!

75%

$2.47 up

•
•
•
•

COATS •
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ON THESE
SENSATIONAL SAVINGS

SOLD TO $20.00

•
SHOES••
SHOES
- Our Loss is Your Gain •••

•
•

r strarellUle

Stretch, Wool, Cotton

CASH IN

SKIRTS
97
up

Or PIODUCT1011

THE

Quilted Robes
and
Gown Sets

From $2.47 up

20%
To 30%liff

AND

STEW EDWARD& ANNktIliEN • ROBINSON • MARGRET
KARI MAIDEN TUESDAY TIRD
•A eslis

Slips, Bras, Girdles

SWEATERS

"THUNDERBALI; •
•
•
•
HMI talcs••
•
at agullin
•
•
•
PNIAVISMer MIME

Flannellette
GOWNS & PJs

LINGERIE

UP

GOING
OUT AT
ONLY

$

TO

UP

OPEN THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND SatillwAY TIL 6:31i r.111.
ALL FIXTUDES FOR SALE:

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

EVERY1HING MUSTGO!
MAKE US AN 01-1-Eit uUlk.,KLY!
•
•
•11,•••••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••11•••• •
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Amended
Pinball
Bill Passes

Congress Passes
New GI Rights Bill
Veterans
Get More
Than Asked

The Senate went along with
these changes, but did add some
new language before sending
the bill back to the House, 99 to
0. The House promptly accepted
the Senate change and sent the
bill to the White House by voice
vote.
The administration had proposed limiting the benefits ta
veterans with active duty in
combat areas, but Johnson is
expected to sign the more costly
measure.
The cost is estimated at about
2335 million the first year and
about $500 million annuaLy for
five years when the outlays
would level off. The administration figured its proposal would
have cost $150 million yearly.
Payments Vary
The bill would provide for education payments ranging from
9100 to $150 monthly, depending
on the number of dependents.
Payments would be made directly to veterans, who could
choose their own schools. Unlike

- A
WASHINGTON
"cold war
bill" more costly
than the administration wanted
wan sent to President Johnson
on Thursday with the unanimous endorsement of Congress.
It would set up a permanent
system of education and other
benefits for veterans who
served more than six months in
uniform, and would be of immediate benefit to an estimated 31;
million
veterans discharged
since the Korea GI benefits program expired on Jan. 31, 1955.
The House, in passing the bill
Monday 38I to 0, reduced somewhat the education benefits
called for in a version the Senate had passed last July.

the GI bill of World War II, this
one does not cover tuition costs.
Veterans with six months or
more of active duty since Jan.
31, 1955, could collect one moath
of education payment for each
month in service, with 3 maximum of 36 months.
No payments would be made
retroactively for veterans who
have attended school since 1955.
Anyone wishing to return for
graduate study could, however,
receive payments.
Young men who volunteer for
six months of active duty who
then go into the reserves would
not be covered.
Veterans would have to go to
to
halfh
s with
Itea
school at least
an
payments
scaled down to match the study
'aid. They would be allowed
eight years from the date of discharge to complete the educa
tional benefits. For men already
discharged, the eight years

would begin June 1.
Effective on enactment of
the bill, the Veteran§ Administration would guarantee home
loans up to $7,500 and make direct loans up to $17,500 it no private financing was available.
The change made by the Senate was designed to make it
clear that veterans who have
not graduated front high school
would be eligible for the education benefits. House sponsors
said that was the intent of their
bill, but Sen. Ralph Yarborough,
D-Tex., insisted there wts doubt
and had the Senate write in
clarifying language. The House
accepted the change without
debate.
In addition to the approxi.nately 314 million veterans discharged since early 1955. Yarborough estimated that 21,4 million more all he covered when
all persons entering manila)
service through 1967 have bar
mustered out.

MID-SOUTH COLISEUM
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
TUE. FEB. 22 thru SUN. FIR. 27
NicHts I P.M. MATS, SAT 3/0 P.M.
SUN I II 4,1 CM.
STARRING: The world's greatest skaters
RONNIE ROBERTSON, Alice Cluessy, Ray Balmer,
Tommy Allen, Juanita Percelly and a Host of
Others. Mirth Provoking Comedy With Guy lamppost, Eric Waite and Kossmeyer's Mules.

PAST PRESIDENT SPEAKS - Jahn Bond (left), past president or Civitan Internatioital, was the principal speaker at the
Clvitan club's annual ladles sight event held
at Fast
Side Elementary School. Also on hand for the,
was Civitan
Lt. Gov. Tom Kelley of Fulton (center) and local president
William Anderson.

GORGEOUS GIRLS - GLITTERING COSTUMES
SENSATIONAL SKATING - A FAMILY SHOW
SIX DAZZLING PRODUCTION NUMBERS:
The Finest Holiday of All Tim*

ORDER BY MAIL
Sond Chock. Solf.Ackl
Srtnipml Envolopo to HOLIDAY
ON tCE, M.4.Soo4h C.,04eunt,
Momph4, Toot. 11104

MAKE RESERVATIONS
CAU. 274-7400
Km 0th,... MID-SOUTH COLI.
SE014. GOLDSMITHS C.0.61
ttlot Acme, CLARIDGE
HOTEL...

WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAYS

-1
ort-

•-4
** * *** * *

* * * * * ** *

These prices in effect Fri. Feb. 13,
last

while

Mens and Boys
Shirts, Pants, Caps
(Limit 2 to customer)
Mens and Bo,,s SWEATERS
Buy une at regular p:ice,
get a seccnd one for only
1 Group MENS DRESS ;SHOES
Regularly $9.98
Mens 50c SOX
Buy one pair at Regular price
get second pair for only
1 Group Regular $3.98
MENS SPORT SHIRTS
Buy one at regular price,
get second for only

quantities

22c
22c
$4.22
22c

22c
2 For$5.00

I Table Mens Req. $4.98
CASUAL AND WORK PANTS
1 Large group Reg. $5.98
LADIES DRESSES
tuy one at regur price,
get second for only

22c

Reg. $1.00 Pair
LADIES "CANTRICE" HOSE
Buy one pair at regular price,
get second pair for only
1 Group (large selection!) Ladies
Ship & Shore and -Aileen" knit Blouses
and Ladies Sweaters: Values to $5.98
1 Group Ladies ($5.98 Valuas)
"HAPPY" COATS AND DRESSES

22c
$2 22
$1.22
•

You'll linsi these and m_Ar_yi more at

The Leader Store
<AG,

- Gov.
FRANKFORT
Edward T. Breathitt's anti-pinball machine bill coasted
through the Senate Thursday,
but drew a protest from Jefferson County's delegation.
The bill, to outlaw multi-coin
machines, was approved by the
Senate 25-6. Four of the votes
against It were cast by Louisvillians. Three others passed.
Sen. Scott Miller, R.Louisville,
keynoted the Jefferson County
protest when he called Breathill's war on gambling "a tempest in a teapot" and "phony."
A public hearing on the bill
two days ago was told most of
the multi-coln machines In operation in the state are in the
Louisville area
3S-Giune Machine Allowed
Just before passage of the bill,
Breathitt had an amendment
tacked onto it to allow operation of one-nickel machines that
don't award more than 30 free
games at a time and don't pay
off in money or prizes.
The amendment was adopted
by a standing vote of 26 senators, but another change, offered
by Sen. Clay Gay, R-Hyden. was
defeated, 16-13. It would allow
10-cent pinball machines to operate, too.
The bill now goes to the House
The machines banned under It
are those where a player can
put in more than one nickel before playing it. Operators of
such machines usually purchase
a federal gambling stamp.
Would Bar Minor Players
Earlier in the day. Breathitt's
press secretary. Don Mills, said
the governor will back a bill to
be introduced by Sen. William
Sullivan. D-Henderson, to bar
persons under 18 from playing
even the amusement type of pinball game.
The Senate also gave passage
to bills-Allowing use days off during the regular school term for
emergencies. 31-0.
-Allowing teachers to use
three days of sick leave for other emergencies. 30-3.
Only one bill is in line for Senate passage Friday. 'IL would
liniit authority of police to tow
away parked automobiles
Nine bills were given favorable committee reports and first
readings, putting them in line
for Senate passage Monday
night. Tbe.se Include. ,
-Requiring livestock dealers

John Winter
Of Murray Is
Club Speaker

NAIL ORDERS GIVEN SPECIAL ATTENTION

. - Ar,
FULTON, Ky.,
excellent program was given by
John C. Winter, professor of
piano and organ at Murray State
College, at the February meeting of the Junior Music Club
held at the Fulton Woman's
Club,
Mr. Winter first read a fourpage booklet which he had prepared, especially for the club,
entitled "A Discussion on flow
to Practice." Copies were then
distributed and a group discus.
sion of individual methods of
practice followed.
This program was one of the
most outstanding of the year,
since it was applicable to all the
club members.
Preceding the program, a business session was conducted bv
Miss Laura Hefley. Two approaching concerts were recommended to the group.

Mrs. Watts
Accepts Post
In Fulton
CLINTON, Ky., Feb. 12-41r
John Watts of Fulton County,
who was recently employed b37
the Hickman County Health Department as a nutritionist, has
resigned that position, accord
log to Waldo Page, administrative assistant for the department.
Mrs. Watts has accepted appointment as director of the
lunch room program in the public schools of Fulton County.
Mrs. Watts has also terminated
her services with the health departtisents in Fulton and other
counties in which she was working through the health department.
Applications for the position
as county nutritionist may be
made at the health center in
Clinton. A BS degree in home
economics from a recognized
college or university is required
as well as three years paid experience In the field of nutrition.

City Taxed In 1934
NEW YORK-This city adopted the nation's first local sales
tax in 1934, a year after n New
York state sales tax was tried.

to be licensed and bonded. Sponsored by Majority Leader J. D
Buckman, D-Shepherdsville.
-Placing restrictions on sales

of securities. Also by
-Allowing the legislature
create a general contingenc\
fund. By Sen. Shelby Kinkead

CHECK THIS

I

ulti

HERD

Of fine cows on the Willow Wilde Farms by Elmer
Hbcon and Cedl Burnett*
This cow producedj
12.410 lbs. milk last
lactation and 586 lbs.0
fat. 3 years & 4 months
old when record was'
complete'. In 95 days
in present lactation she has produced 5362 lbs. milk
and 254 lbs. fat.

DOVE
01

JERGEI
POTTEI
SPAGH
MACOI
YELLS

.1 XUI1Y

This 58 cow herd of registered Guernseys averaged
9600 lbs. milk and 446 lbs. fat last year.
-We have been on M P Pellets about 18 mont1
During the timc we have had a marked increase
production. I purchase Wayne Feeds from A.
Bulls in Fullon."

0

F

Save now on bulk feed

IT PAYS TO FEED

CUT
FRYE
.

4794641
Broadway in South Falba

1

LB. J;

S MIL

ISARANCE

,EVERYTHING SHARPLY

REDUCED!

LADIES DRESSES
12.99

8.99

CI
CF
CF
CI
CF

6.99

4.99

$1.1
GRADE A

LADIES
DRESS COATS'
22.00

FRAN
FAT

15.00
Now

Now

LADIES CAR COATS
$10.99

.
Now $6

GIRLS DRESS COATS
$8.99
Now

10.99

14.99

Now

Now

PEPP
BARE
CHIC
CREA
CAKE

Ti

n

n
.nungein
Kinke,u1

Fulton. Ky.
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DOUBLE QUALITY STAMPS
ON

$30000

WEDNESDAY

STEELE'S 15 1/2 OL

16 OX.

JERGENS SOAP
POTTED MEAT
Si iiGHETTI
MACORONI.

BAR

;ThLS

CAN

1oc GOLD DOLLAR
lo(

SUGAR VALLEY CAN

BOTTLE

DAWN FRESH

Goz.mx 10(STEAK StitLICE
6...10( iitilltRAImiAlliVOR

CAN

4 OZ.

KRAE T

veraged

montI
rease

CASH

BE SURE AND GET YOUR TICKETS
-- NO OBLIGATION
NOTHING TO BUY, FRIDAY (Drawing Time) 6:00 P. M.
CHECK YOUR TICKETS SATURDAY, MONDAY & TUESDAY.

JACKPOT

10( TURNIP GREENS
10( Plil0 BEANS
10( JACK
10( I
BEANS
.
ALLEN'SA

10( hicusilARD
1204
10( WYLERS SOUPS
10( yikCs,KATSPRAT SALT
.10( PORK & BEANS

BEANS

10(
...s.10(
...10(
CAR 1O

18 OL. JAR

BOO
LARD
4 L. 980
380
4
POPCORN
FRYERS GREEN BEANS303ECAN 5-$1 BEANSE 2 290
agospEcHumiAGAL-$1.29 OLEO
5,- $1
CHERRIES 1-$1 hiscurrs 9-480
COFFEE 3 880 PEACHES 5 $1
$1
TOMATO JUICE
480 SHORTENING
,-190 ICEiA3ILK AL- 380
PLOPIALRIB;
COFFEE
IO* TEA
Y2.- 580
GOO
SLICED BAelik
FREE
390
PAMIURGER
Fitifik3 49(
CHILI
59c
SAUCER
AT flit* 3-29( BACON
-79(
GRADE 'A'

RAPE JELLEY

3'R $1 IZEIGATT N. BEANS '
41 .
REELFOOT

ALLEN'S WHOLE

WHOLE

CANS

PURE COUNTRY

YNE
EDS

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

CUT-UP
FRYERS

M-VAL

ASY

LB 33(

r

$1
,85

FRYER PARTS
CHICKEN BREAST
CHICKEN LEGS & THIGHS
CHICKEN WINGS
CHICKEN BACKS
CHICKEN GISSARDS

BOTTLE
Si01
1S
41405.
.19

12 OZ. JAR

LB. 59c
LB. 39(
LB. 29c
_ L.. 19(
LB. 39c

BOTTLES

ATSUP

STOKE LI'S

4:
}3,1.

2
291/
02
zSIC
ZE

CANS

RICHTEX

FRESH MEATY LEAN
TENDER

LB.

CHASE & SANBORN

LB.

... DOUBLE QUALITY STAMPS ON WEDNESDAY ...

LB.

CIRADE A

LB.

WEDGWOOD 4 CO.. LTD HEDGE ROSE IMPORTED
ENGLISH DINNERWARE

LB.

REELSLTETDSLAB

LB

BANANAS

Willi Coupon $5.00 Purchase, You Receive In The Mall.
PLUS 300 FREE QUALITY STAMPS.

`411.

LBS.

LB.

Oji1PERS
kilIGSHES 1-15(
BARBECUE
if, HO-MADE
CHICKENS
v DO-NUTS
CREAM CHEESE
29c JAR CHEESE
41( CHERRY PRESERVES
CAKE FROSTING
EACH 5(

LB.

88

SUGAR
5 Os
WITH AN ADDITIONAL $5.00 PURCHASE,
EXCLUDING TOBACCO & MILK PRODUCTS.

490 CAKE in

DOZEN

(JACK SPRAT BOX)

29(
JA. 49

PLUS
QUALITY STAMPS

290 :

(8 VARIETIES)

"AFT WHIPPED

PILLSBURY

"Z.

CAN

KRAFT

COME
HAVE
CUP OF
AND
FREE
IN
A
COFFEE
Is ale a1111

This Ad Good For
5 Big Days

SON
SUPERMARKET

(EWJAMES AND.

SOUTH FULTON,
TENNESSEE
Visit The Beautiful Quality Stamp Redemption
Center By-Pass, Union City, Tennessee.
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1965 Sales Tax Deductibility Table

Twin Cities Group
Elects Offieers

Haefteld
25 40 113 ar
Fulton
...
a 20 33 41
InAlfFILLD HIM-Qualk IL Harris 1.
C1.0 & Betusett 110. Colbert 2. Hill
12. Carterlaht 1. Peleell 11. Gray 1.
Williamson 14. Lbsebaugh•
FULTON NO-Armen-one 9, Oars.
5. M. auddeLl Is. Pickard 2. Sena 3,
T. 5.0.11 Is Meese.., Finnan. Foe.
ter. Treas.

Miss Pennington
Valedictorian At
South Fulton High
SOUTH FULTON, Tenn.,
..-Teresa Pennington, daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Pennington of South Fulton, hat
been named valedictorian of the
senior class of South Fulton
High School with a perfect 4.0
standing.
Martha Denise Barnes, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Walton D.
Barnes, South Fulton Rt. 4 and
Richard Gossum Jr., son of Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Gossum,
South Fulton, attained a 3.97
average for the rank of salutetorians of the class.

irsminn

Subscribe
$2.00 Per Year

FRIDAY
NIGHT

FISH
FRY!
5 to 12 p. m.
All you can eat $1.00
Children The \ 114\
41.

DERB

f4Nr!-

$ 20
26
31
36
41

$ 23
30
37
43
49

$ 28
36
44
52
59

$ 28
36
44
52
59

$ 30
39
48
56
63

$30
39
48
56
64

45
49
53
56
59

55
60
65
70
75

65
71
77
82
87

65
71
77
82
87

70
77
84
90
96

72
79
86
93
99

62
65
68
71
74

79
83
87
91
95

92
97
102
106
110

92
97
102
106
110

102
108
113
118
123

105
III
117
123
129

Rita Wilson,
Fulton, Gets
Movie Part

::: 8
"k0•00, Co -4,40,17.

It7TA WILSON

Family Size
2 Persons

3 Persons

Fulton Bowler On
Top In SPBA Meet

Custom BerbequIng
at all times
BIG HAMBURGERS pm.,"
THICK SHAKES ow.,*el
FISH SANDWICHES

SHOP
Seuter P10.45

FRENCH FRISS

HIRSCH

1

4.1
. DOLLAR
ISSpecial Purchase! Exciting DAYS
Collection of
SPRING DRESSES

SPA.
'Ilefillini
from NEV
opera ted
Nn sails
..have car,
Sev.
Is can ni
(nine. Mr
al intervir
VITTSBU
phone our

USED
1

Living I
elect
rein,

aid

64 CHE
clear
64 CHE
61 TEN
dee,
61 CHE
ante
61 FOO
60 CON
shift
60 FOS
ore
6111 GAI
O STU
so FAL
Ora
g COS
60 FOt
Se FOI
clod
O CHI

lull

59 FO
SO Rod
OH,
59 CHI
S7 CHI
53 CHI
Mrs
hat.

FOI
COn

'10 POI
cons
SI CH
1411
- 47 CHI
cot

24-2

grabbin&

4
PIENS
Regular $3 Dress Shirts

TREMENDOUS SAVINGS
On These Four New Cars!
'46 Marlin, power steering and brakes

'65 Rambler, 2-doer, hardtop

Pii Bar-11 age

Ray's
SANDWICH

99
114
114
128
135
103
And Try Our
118
118
133
ENTERTAINMENT
140
FULTON, Ky.- Rita Wilson,
107
122
122
138
145
and
Thursday
Each
Ho-Mad.
Chili
110
126
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. T. F.
126
142
150
115
132
132
Wilson of Fulton; has been
149
158
.t
Saturday Nights
93
in a movie, "Way, Way Ow."
122
140
140
158
168
98
129
Connie Stevens and Jerry
147
147
167
178
102
135
154
154
Lewis have the leading roles.
176
,,,,,
187
•
'I. • ••
• •••• NS'S,
106
141
161
161
184
Filming began Monday morn.
196
110
Do You Like To Discuss Livestock Feeding
147
168
168
192
205
tog. Miss Wilson bass suppoi t.
114
153
174
174
ing role in the picture, produced
200
214
Problems With Peonl• Whom You Know?
118
159
180
180
206
by 20th Century Fox.
223
122
165
186
186
215
232
Miss Wilson, the 1964 InterIf so, and if you'. on a blind alley job now, one of this ration's
126
171
192
192
222
240
national Banana Princess, a for130
and most resoected hed manufacturers Is interested in
177
198
198
229
248
mer Miss Tennessee and Miss
you as their local sales and service representative. Definitely
net
. Dixie, received a write-up in the
high pr•ssur• work. Full-tim• opportunity for ambitious sale
SALES TAX DEDUCTIONS--This table
is to be used by Kentuck'ans who itemize sales
variety section of "The Trade"
tax deductions on their 1963 Kentucky
starter
who
is
seeking
gr
rrrrr
r•sperssibilit
ies
and opportunity.
individual income tax returns It is identical to the
newspaper in Hollywood this
Federal table for deducting sales tax. In issuing
Horne nights. Good promotion oossibilities. No forced
this table, the Kentucky Department of
week.
transhrs.
Revenue said previous deductibility tabIss are now
Must
h•v•
initiativ•
and
obsolete.
ability
to be own boss Confidential eveIf this able is used no addiIn a telephone conversation
tional deductions for sales tax payments will be allowed.
ning intervi•ws can b., arranged. Contact Marvin T. Easley,
with her mother Sunday night,
If sales tax deductions are made
11.sx
without use of the table, an itemized list of sales tax payments
Miss Wilson said the: she was
33, Fulton, Ky., or call 472.3357.
must accompany the return.
auditioned for 17 diffe,. t roles
last week.
'11401-11:10130
,
The Fulton girl went to Hollywood this past fall to do movie
and television work. She is also
attending school, studying
drama and voice.
Miss Wilson was graduated
las; spring from Northwestern
University and during the summer months studied drama,
of Paducah.
(Ed's Note. Mr. DeMess, reransinging and dancing in New York
•84. of Fulton's JO
All three former champions
Lanes, finished
before going to Hollywood.
ascend.)
were in strong position to take
over the lead with Katzmarek
heading the trio with a booming
HERRIN, III. - Darrell De1,083 five-game total Katrina,Moss of Fulton shook off one of
Veteran Marcher
is the only two-time winner
'ek
his Iceigest scoring droughts and
IRONTON, Ohio
in the SPBA. Byrd was some 30
, -Dr.
grabbed the early lead in the
W. F. Marling loves a parade.
pins
behind Kaumarek and only
$2,500 Herrin Open here Satand he has been marching in
a few pins ahead of Graham,
urday.
them since he first carried a
the tours first champion in
With one squad left to bowl,
bouquet of roses and a flag as
1965.
Including many former chama school boy on Decoration Day
After all but the 33 had compions and several top threats.
in 1881. A veteran of the Spanpleted
qualifying, 19 were above
DeMoss was in the driver's seat
ish-American War, the doctor
the 1,900 mark, but several of
with • ten-game qualifying tohas participated in scores of
the lower scorers were not ex.
tal of 2,115.
civic marches but believes he
meted to survive the 24-man
The Fulton "midget" was •
has established a record by
cut
giant on the lanes as he untaking part in 84 Memorial Day
Flot h c,ene Baker and Vernon
corked fiye game block totals
Iparades since that first one in
Childers. two Paducah bowlers.
of 1,071 and 1,044 In heading up
1881 goes unchallenged.
were hinging on the border line.
the 90-man tn. Seldom was
•Every
dress crisply nor
Baker was in 13th place with
heout of the
ket, seldom did
for spring' From
1,929 and Childers in 15th with
a topflight
he fall to strike.
•Cottons(
maker'
Aryil rayon and
L922.
DeMoss' closest competitor
cotton blends'
Solids,
Only
the top 24 bowlers will
was E. R. Smith of Benton, Ky.,
Fresh Caught Fish
prints, stripes'
•Roll sleeves,
shirt sleeves
return to shoot in Sunday's sixwith 2,055. Smith exploded in
Hoth Puppies, Slaw,
Slim skirts, full
skirts,
game semi-final round beginthe night session to issue an
•On*
Tarter Saute
sensationally low sole
ning at 12 noon. And only the
early challenge to DeMosa, butl
price
shop early, say&
French Ire.*
semi-finalists will share in the
•Fresh, new
finally settled for the No. 2 poi
spring Colors
record prise list.
sition. His five-game block tosizes 1210 20 and
If hi to
tals were 1,000 and 1,055.
Two other Paducah area bowl2444'
Another Paducah area bowlers were almost certain to surer, Jim Hobbs of Mayfield,
vive the cut. Bill Jordan of Meturned In his finest effort as a,
tropolis was resting comfortably
semi-professional by
in 8th place with L983, and Ed
Jones, Fulton, was tenth with
third place with a healthy 2,051
1,970. Several other Paducah
score. Hobbs had blocks of 903
contestants failed to survive.
and 1,058.
The winner of the tournament
.s total of 32 bowlers were still
will receive 6500.
on the lanes with an even dozen
Here are the top 24-bowlers,
promising to move into the
- Assorted
excluding the final squad, which
.semi-finals. The most noted
RESTA
was not expected to finish bePatterni and
bowlers among that group were
fore midnigM:
Colors
Bob Katzmarek of Benld. Ill
Fulton, IC
1. Darrell Dellose. Fultau, 2113: 1
C. I. &WM leelea. KJ.. 2063. 3.
a two-time winner, and former
60 x 90 size
JIM Hebb.. 1114.1.4. Mit 4. Bernie
champion
A. D. Byrd of West
Carnal*. ihneenr111e. 10135 0 MOM/
.0.
$3.00 Value
Wheelie, Weeninine. sew. 5. OJe
Helena, Ark., and Rick Graham
Mame, W.1 Frrrrrnet. 117. 11013 S.
aill /bat. Csrbete.14:. /SW & 11111
PRIPMfIllagnalleralltalaileki0•2•6
Jenien.
IMU: 9. Ka.
1180811
,
400161
Pannler, Greene Cite. Ill.. U/71: 10.
Ed JOY*, Yen.. site is. Oleselee
Nedier, Harrlobenl. sent 12. Arles

Subscribe to The News
$2.00 Per Year

115 Classic wages

5 Persons 6 or More
Persons

77
80
82
84
88

Oera. per.. AL. 19211: 13,
Baker. Peewee. INK 14. Terre Hand
arson. Dexter. Na.. ISOM 13. Verson
Podeeelt. lear: 14. John
Feu. 13011.r. MO . 1014: /7. On..
Rees. Leanselllei. i510, l& John TAY.
lieeten. I11. HOWL UP. Roger
eeeee.
Illemlwabere. at. 1001 30 Ken Cuesa
Aus.11
11153 Si
Cantrell. W. U1101 U. Leman Tares.
Ilearentlah, 117. 1141: 23. Richard
Dates, 11141..2. 11010: 24. Bob Graham,
Granite Ube. Di. 1474.

'45 American, 2-door

4 Persons

:1

FULTON, Ky. - Mayfield
lominated play completely and
valtzed to • convincing 80-41
triumph over host Fulton 'Friday night.
The Cardinals jumped to a
25-8 first-period advantage and
were never really threatened.
Mayfield came within one of
matching Fulton's entire output at the half, piling up a 40-20
lead.
Bob Bennett was the big
point-getter for the Cards with
20. Dennis Williamson had 14
and Bud Qualk and Keith Hill
each added 12.
Mike Ruddell paced the Bulldogs with 12.

Single
Person

Pawiultiewics;

FULTON, Ky., Feb. 12-Mrs.
1. M. McBride and Mrs. James
Green. co-chairmen for the 1966
Fulton Heart Fund, have announced the names of neighborhood chairmen for the Heart
Sunday campaign, Feb. 20
They are:
West Fulton-Mrs. Bob Brown

Zii;

Mayfield 80,
Fulton 41

If Total Income
in Item 11
Is
But Under

and Barbara Brown; Country Club Court, Meadowvimss:
Mrs. Charles Pawlukiewicz
Mary Jo
RIM
ville-Mrs. P. J. Ray and Pat*
Ray; Fair Heights-Brenda Hak
Hum; Highlands - Mrs. Last
Scott; Deepwood - Mary Elliebeth and Becky Mitchell.
Mrs. Series Pigue Is the Coffee Day chairman and Mrs. Kay
Wilkerson, business district
chairman.

Division Chairmen
For Campaign Told

Use in Filing 1965 Kentucky Individual Income Tax Return, Revenue Form 740)

(For

§§§§§

FULTON, Ky.,
-At the
annual meeting of the Twin
Cities Youth Inc.. held Tuesday
night, officers were elected for
the coming year and four new
members were named to the
hoard of directors.
Charles Pawlukiewicz Was reelected president; Sonny Puckett, vice president and Mrs. Jasper Vowell, secretary-treasurer.
Puckett, Bud Halterman and
David Holland were named to
fill the vacancies on the board of
three members, whose terms expired. Charles Pawlukievriecz
was appointed by the board to
till the unexpired one-year term
of James Green, who resigned.
Other members of the board
of directors include Kindred
Winston, Mrs. Thomas Mahan,
C. A. Boyd, Louis Weeks and
Mrs. Jasper Vowel!.

-• :
6.93 .3 5050

. Fulton, Ky.
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BOYS
Cotton Slacks

3
3
3
3
3

-Sizes 8 to 16

. 4
$100

See These And MORE!

DIENS
Flannel Shirts

'66 Ambassador, blue and white
'66 Rambler Amswic•n 220 auto, 4-door
sedan, Bristol blue

Check with your friendly sales
Trio At....

Si

- Black • Olive
and Tan
- Reg. $2.30
wmtammuiwsir.w..w.Arenw.a 1
1

'64 Rambler classic 550 station wagon,
whit•

'66 Rembler, 770 classic, crescent green,
power shoring and brakes, air con.,
ditioned, automatic transmission.

2 For $5.00
- Regular or Snap-Tab Collars
- Pima Cotton
h
- Single - NeedleBroadclot
Tailoring
I
-Save on Every Two

We g
quality stamps
Mechanic was Duty Vam 10 pm'
7 Days a Week
WE GUARANTEE OUR WORK
if It's Her Right .
Well Do It Again Free

W. C. DAMONS DX
SERVICE STATION
4$ 51 Bypass - Highlands

$1.00

Furniture Throws
2 For

BUY OUR

Iraaing Board Pad And Teflon I
Cover Set

62

-61 F
60 F
61 IS

4

- Select Soft Cotton
-60 x 76 Inch Size
- Overlock Stitch

er.0210
•
511161111811/I//IIIFIF

IREFIMIIIIIFINIManderAWIFIIIIFIPSIMIPAPIIHIM

Magic Touch Hosiery

Fl

cl
61 R
0 F.

1

$1.00

Bi
st,
V

naursdnentrAmiedgdrarArararAirAurdist

1
1
1

•

And Receive Extra Teflon
Cover 7
. ---.FREE

1

- Reg. $1.49
-Colorful Plaids
- Sizes -M-L

Ob

For $1.00

Cotton Plaid
BLANKETS

64 Gs
64 Pa
Cr
WI
43 Ga
m,
63 GA
lo,
63 BI

59 I
Se V
57 C
57 F
64
(2)
62 f

2 Prs. $1.00

P. N. HIRSCH & CO.

1117 Broadway
Sautes Futter.
°P" 88
::
31111
M
Fren
i
Thur
Sat.
AIMAIMPROMMIPIAMIMEIGIMIPMPLPHIPMFAILIPIFIIMMIMPIIIIIIIMMIMENKEVAP
APMPUMIIMIM101170,1010/415

Pa
Dee
Grad

Fulton, Ky.

r own; CounMeadowvie*i
selukiewicz
tiewicz; RI
Ray and Pate
a—Brenda Hak

— Mary Mtnlititchell.
pm is the CWand Mrs. Key
DS district

tA SSIFIED ADS

.SPANIII TIME INCOME
RENT a wheel chair, walker or
'Refilling and collecting money other sick room
and convalescent
kern NEW TYPE high quality coin supplies at
City Drug Company.
operated dispensers in this area.
No selling. To qualify you must
STUMPS REMOVED. Modern,
_Mire car, references. $600 to $1900
"Clih. Seven to twelve hours week- high-speed machine reduces to
chips
in minutes. H. G. Shaw,
ly can net excellent monthly income. More full time. For person- Hickman, Ky, 238-3104
al interview write P. 0.- BOX 4185,
WANTED TO BUY; Ear core or
PITTSBURGH, PA. 15202. Include
shelled corn. Market prices paid.
phone number.
Southern States Co-Operative, Fulton

USED FITIMITURE
BARGAINS
I.iving room suites $10 and up,
electric ranges $20 and up
refrigerators $15 and up
beds $20
stashing machines $25 and up

Know?

Oh. nation's
int******d in

iotinitisly net
bitieus self-

opportunity.
id transfers.
idonti•I riveEasley, Box

20-25 ether cars, trucks

11

BEST
and

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE

WS

414

43

eflon

63
63
64
62

Ion

61
61
-61

aln1/4

60

Bel Aire S.,den, clean 6 cyl.
powerglide
59 Impala C
ibte, 4-cyl.
stick-red
SI Wagon, cyl. pewergiid•
57 CHEVROLET Belair sedan;
extra nice
57 FORD 4-door hardtop; local
1-owner; extra clean
64 Ford Pickup, Custom 8
(2) 63 Chevrolet pickups
62 Ford pickup
61

otton

3ize
tch

1

..00

taraseral

VABDI21
FORD SALES
Mayfield Highway
Fulton Phone 472-1821
Dee Ferguson, Glenn Starks,
Grady and Gaylen Virden

LATE MODELS
— BUICKS —
1964 Special 4-fieer; automatic
1043 LeSobre Cons, PS, PB,
local
1901 LeSabrit 4-dr.; power, air
CHEVROLETS —
65 Cerv•ir 4-dr; local
64 Chew/Ile, 4-door
64 Cervair 2-dr Monza
1044 Eclair 2-dr. VI Pg
1044 Biscayne 4-dr. 6 cyl.
straight
1984 Impale cons; VS, Pg. Ps.
43 Impala 4-dr sedan.
1042 Impala 2-dr HT. Vg, Pg.
1041 Impala 4-dr. HT, VS,
automatic
61 Chevrolet B•lair 6, straight

FREE FURNACE INSPECTION

Salant, Genesco
Merger Feelers
Are Withdrawn

at Ken-Tenn
.6m...sm.mmoo.4111 /

The

— TimATLANTA, Ga.
ber cut from national forests in
844
more
than
the South totaled
million board feet during the
past fiscal year, the U.S. Forest
Service has announced.

Lake, will re-open for the
KENLAKE STATE PARK at Hardin, overlooking Kentucky
"Sailing Symposium," one of 13
1966 tourist season Feb. 25. The opening coincides with a
Department. Reservations are
special events planned at various parks by the State Parks
Information Offic in Frankfort,
being accepted by, the park and the C,entral Reservation
phone 223-2326.

EXCHANGE
Auto Sales!FURNITURE CO.

EXCHANGE

Were

National Forests
liarrest Timber

For an outstanding buy come 1
and see my 63 Chevy 2 door
hardtop with power steering i
and brakes.

Furniture Company

Satanic 540 4-deer hardtop
automatic; power steering
Fabians 504 Hardtop, IICruisematic, black and
White
Galaxie 500, , V-$, Cruisematte
Galindo 504-Air and Power,
local 1 owner car
Bel Aire Sedan, local one
owner
Biscayne, 2-door, 6 cyl.
standard
Ford °Maxie Sedan, 4-door,
V-4 automatic, beige, good,
clean, local car.
Rambler; automatic
Ford Sedan local one owner
car 6 cyl.
Ford Wagon, automatic and
power
Falcon Wagon

4724061

01e Bill Says —

buy it at

Offs

or

MARTIN
SENOUR
, PAINTS

WILSON MOTORS
Dial 4713362
US 45.51 Bypass, North

G. THURMAN

sell lit.se ensieei
tem..,
WANT AD!
s4. ..00
"

Far

CHIIIV. 1-4 ten skimp; good
condition

C.

CASH

There;

"CREAM OF THE
CROP"

14 FORD pickup, 6-cyl, good
condition
'$4 FORD truck, 6-c0l; good
condition
Si CHEVROLET pickup; aver.

— Call —

- NEED GIFT IDEAS? Shop at the
Park Terrace Gift Shop for •
beautiful variety, sure to please,

Furniture Store
Fallen
Phone 471-3421

64 CHEVROLET 2-door, black;
clean, 1 owns.
64 CHEVROLET 4-door; whit*
61 TEMPEST 4 cal, •DloynetK;
cic•n
41 CHEVROLET hordtee 11-cyl
automatic. clean
61 FORD 4-deer, outemek
2-door straight
COMET
60
shift; clean
60 FORD 6-cyl. 2-door;
straight shift; clean
4.4 GALAXIII V-e; Automatic
013 St. Dr.
STUDEBAKER,
64
60 FALCON 1-door, black,
straight
6C CORVAIR straight; clean
44 FORD VS, 2-doer, automatic
59 FORD 4-deer; automatic;
clean. Ky license
Se CHEV Impale 4-dr;
automatic
59 FORD VI 4-dr. straight
59 Red and Whitt 4-door Ford
Galax's, Hardtop automatic
Pt CHEV wagon, 4-climr
57 CHEV. 6-cyl aunsmaHe
black.
83 CHEVROLET,
straight shift, recently overhauled; teed condition

CLINTON, Ky.,
—Clinton's City Council voted last
night to advertise for bids on an
electricity franchise.
The bide are to be opened at
City Hall at 2 pm. on Feb. 28,
Kentucky Utilities now serves
the community without a franchise. It is the only private utility company operating In the
area.
Mayor Kaylor Austin said the
granting of a franchise would
add about $3,000 yearly to the
city treasury. The company
would pay 3 per cent of its net
revenue from residential and
commercial service.

SEPTIC TANK PUMPING

Fulton 472-3410

Page 7

Electric
Franchise
Voted

COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
eor promotions, advertising and
special events. ADELLE, Union
City, phone 005-3570.

WADE'S USED
Feeding

February 17, 1966

)

Gov. Clement,
Ellington Both
Doing Well
sawn= • — -

Gkv
Frank G. Clement and former
are
Gov. Buford Ellington
scheduled to leave by Monday
or Tuesday the hospital here
where they are recuperating
from minor surgery.
Clement told newsmen Friday, "Pm not accustomed to
being confined in a hospital
room. As tar as I'm concerned, Pd like to leave rtghtnow."
The governor is recuperating from a hemorrholdectorny
and, a member of hie official
St.
family laid, may leave
Thomas Hospital Monday, although he would remain under
a physician's care for at toast
two weeks.
Ellington Was 09111‘SOCS OD
for removal of a small lump
on his vocal cords. His personal pixygician, Dr. masts
Friat, reported =noes is
satisfactory condition and said
the surgery will make Ellinggood as
voice "as
ton's
new."
Ellington bed complained in
extreme
weeks of
recent
hoarseness and said he had
surgery planned to repair hie
voice because "I might be needing it In the next few months."
This vas believed • clue that
he will soon announce his can&lacy for another term as govtrot.
Dr. J. Thomas Bryan, who
performed the surgery, said
operation was highly
"The
successful with no Implication
of any complications. After a
brief period of rest, Gov.
Ellington can resume Ms normal activities."
Friends of Ellington said
Friday they expect him toleave
the hospital by Holiday for a
brief vacation.

"IrreconcilaUle differences"
In appraising the value of Salant & Salant holdings have been
cited by
Robert S. Salant,
President, as the reason for the
breakaf in the ttrm's merger
negotiations with Genesco,Inc.
Mr. Salant dented a report,
published in the trade newspaper Daily News Record, that
Salant's "Inventory of nonclurable press goods was of such
size as to represent a sales
obstacle and was probable
cause for heavy markdowns."
Mr. Salant said their reports were "untrue."
"Salant was among the first
manufacturers to enter the du t able press field in 1964," Mr.
&tient said, "and since that
time these products have been
a prime source of our growth.
"Eighty percent of our
slacks output and 5 percent of
shirt production is now DP.
Most of the non-DP items made
are either too" low priced for
durable press or in fabrics
where it is not yet adopted."
The trade publication also
said it had learned that another reason for the failure of
the merger plan woe that Salant's earnings "were not as
good as had been expected."

BY TRAINED HEATING EXPERTS
FURNACE SERVICE, REPAIRS — GAS, OIL, COAL
Fret estimate on cost of installing a new Loonies Gas
Furnace, Air Conditioner, All Electric Heat-Pump-Electric
Furnaces.
CALI, COLLECT

SMALLMAN SHEET METAL
PHONE 472-1912

FULTON,

SALE STARTS FRIDAY, FEB. 18
$2.95

1 Lot FLOOR LAMPS
1 Lot WASTE BASKETS

Passengers in a stopped vehicle should always get out of
the car on the curb side.
Drivers who have parked their
vehicles should be especially
careful in opening their door
to get out. Swinging the door
too widely into oncoming traffic may. cause a serious accident.
IIHS I6
Kentucky Department of P05< Safety

99c

1 Lot end and cocktail tables
1 Lot SMOKERS

$1.49

1 Lot TABLE LAMPS

$2.49

9 x 12 LINOLEUM RUGS

$3.99

49c

INLAID LINOLEUM. Square yard

$1.29

Apartment-Size ELECTRIC RANGE

$129.95

22-cu-ft. FREFEZR _

$249.95

Felton Hardware & Furniture Co.
FRANI T. BEADLES. sew.
Furniture, Rugs, Hardware
%th,
General nactic Appliances
2011 1.4.1tE 111.
PHONE NO. 472-1101
,smnpoemespessweernmsonet
_

FACTORY DAMAGED CJITES
ost

3-PIECE

Of A
Dresser
Chest
Bookcase Bed

$6888-

BEDROOM
SUITES

— FORDS —
1983 Galaxie 4-dr VS straight,
sharp
1043 Firirlan• 4-dr. VI, straight;
air
1042 Gelaxie 500 VS; avtomatie;
Ps.
— OTHERS —
1906 VOLKSWAGEN; 4.000
actual miles
1963 DODGE Dart 4-door;
automatic
44 OLDS 4-dr, Power. air

TAYLOR
Chev.-Buick.Inc.
FULTON, KY.
Used Car lot 472-3241 Fulton Main office 472-2466
Ellis Hoithcott — Aubrey Taylor — Larry key; Dwain and
Dan Taylor

City-County
Building
Studied
CI.INTON. Ky,
t'ountv ludic. E. H. Padgett
has been appointed to head a
committee to study the possibility of building a new building
to house the county and city
government offices and a county library.
The appointment was made
by the Clinton Chamber of Commerce.
The committee is to comprise
representatives of the City
Council, Fiscal Court, Chamber
of Commerce and other groups.
It will explore the availability
of federal funds, select possible
sites and present prelirmniry
plans for the building.

WADE'S USED FURNITURE
219.

't1' STREET

PHONE 472-3421

,. it„T, K\ k

February 17, 1966
l'
JAMES COLLEY. Assistant manager

Ill

Gel

Lets

Acquainted

HOT
DOG

wow
I'M HUNGRY
LETS GO EAT
AND GET THAT
FREE CASH!

70eck

$CASH
JACKPOT
BE SURE TO
GET YOUR CARD PUNCHED

AND
rn
so
Di
ye

PEPSICOLA

Fi

BOTH FOR

of
sp

Frt. A Sat. Frost 111
a. m. to 4 p. m.—No

ed

Come One Come All,and Save At TheeP
°u ik l
U.S. CHOICE
1-2 GAL.
Reelfoot

With $5.00 Purchase
Excluding Milk and
Tobacco
Lady Betty

Seaworthy Fish

PRUNE JUICE

Qt. 39c

TUNA

2 reg cans 39c

Teenie Weenie

16 oz. Cans

Jack Sinai

14 oz. Bolt.

CORN . • . 6 for $1.00
Moon Kist

46 oz. Can

ORANGE JUICE
OZ

6 for $1.00

rticht-:x

39c

PEANUT BUTTER

CATSUP

3 lb. Can

SHORTENING . . .79c

3 lb. Jar

Bright Star

$1.19

FLOUR

25 lb. bag $1.89

Fyne Pine

Pillsbury

PINE OIL . . at. 59c

CAKE NIXES . . . 39c

ROA

Roast
Roast
Roast
Steak
Steak

chuck

U. S. Choice
Center Cut
LB.

COFFEE

10 oz. jar $1.29

Robin Hood

FLOUR

10 lb. bag 99c

Sunset Gold

BISCUITS

. 6 cans 49c

Poor Boy

SANDWICHES

pkg. 89c

Frosty Acres

T.V. DINNERS . . 39c

POT PIES

Lb.

Ii

U. S. Choice
Shoulder
LB.
U. S. Choice
Rump
LB.

Li.

U. S. Choice
Rib
LB.
U. S. Choice
Minute
LB.

"4

Reelfoot
Rosser Volley

LB. PKG.

Fresh Sliced

Vanity

69c

Ice 2 1-2 GA
Milk

PIG LIVER . . lb. 39c
Country Style
BACK BONE . . lb. 53c

Sealed Sweet Pure

Reelfoot

ORANGE JUICE 3 gts $1.00

BEEF PATTIES

Flavor Kisi

Breaded

CRACKERS . . lb 25c

VEAL CUTLETS

Frosty Acres

Cornish Game

PIZZAS
Chicken

It
lb
SI
fa

49c Maw,'Pima.
59c BREASTin 591
WTNIGHS Ls. 49'
99c LE
WINGS
2.
i.e.
AC
KS
...
.,
19
69c eI
V
ZZARDS•......
99c LIVERS
19'

PEACHES5iDeTif
li BACON
Maxwell House Instant

Mt
th

69c

5 89c

HOME GROWN

Pies

SWEET Wh!ti A
POTATOES Sall.

EMGES
Pure Lard

10 for

$1.00
lb. 89c

HENS . . . Each 79c

FISHSTICKS
Washington Red Delicious

Florida Sweet

ORANGES

t- Va=
44ge

Acres of F-R-E-E
Prices In This Ad
We Reserve The Right
Parking
r.;oed From Thurs. Feb. 17. Thru Feb.
17 To Limit

Fulton. Tenn.

